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Where the wild th ings were-I

I RA 'resi gns' for
I drinkin g on j ob
_ *f *.,
f

4,,

|

An unindentified RA was asked
' lo resign his position rec ently after
7 . the deans ' office received a com$\ plain t abou t his drinking while on
*.;. duty, according to two reliable
/;_ sources.
.. ,/j Officially, however , the dean of
-/^ students office denies that the in5 ^cident occurred . When asked if an
'I^RA was fired , Joyce McPhetres. f Maisel , associate dean of students
7'o fo r residential li fe, said , "No. "
Ip According to the sources , it is
likely that although the RA was not
|
; ^officially fi red , he was placed
to
^2under pressure resign because of
^pthe complaint.
?$k ft was alleged that the RA was
during a weekend duty
)drinking
night.

|

if V

Snow sculptures were one of the many attractions at Colby during Winter Carnival. This snow
sculpture by East Quad tied first place with another one by Williams in the snow sculpture competition.

The sources said tha t the drinking was reported to the dean of
students office by another student.
The sources also said that it
would be a rare occurence to have
an RA or head resident officially
fired.
Rather , the. ^sources said, it is
preferable to consider that the student has resigned.
The Echo also learned that the
deans ' office was particularly sensitive to the issue of RA , head resident drinking in the wake of the
discov ery that some dorm staffers
had been drinking during Hurricane Gloria.
According to the sources , all
dorm staffers were supposed to be
on duty that night.

¦
_
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Center gets mixed reviews
by Mike Diamond -

While the color scheme may remind some of a technicolor
nightmare , the new student center is
receiving good reviews from partiers
and patrons alike. Colby students arc
finding that the center is a great place
to give those books a rest and take
advantage of a social life. The new
spa and commons room may never
replace the fraternities , bin more nnd
more people are being enticed into
what is now the focal point of the
commons system. Yet , a love-hate
'rela tionship continues to exist.
A senior noted ", "To
the dicriminating eye , the color orientation is hidious , There is no harmony. Why do-the windows point
away from each other near t he arch.
I find them opposing and
disturbing—like the color scheme, inharmonious. But, I must admit the
dance floor with its starry skied ceiling nnd the simulated street lumps is
gr eat, "
Laurel Gross , a senior, painted
even n more positive picture . "I like
it because it seems like llie central
place. There 's enough room for partics , Last year , they had parties in
Roberts loft , but they hadn 't been
able to at the beginning of school. I
think it fits in well with the other Colhy buildings. " She also thought that
people were being drawn to the new
cen ter. "At first , it seemed like a lot
of my friends came back from ju nior
year abroad nnd were really against

it. They re really drawn to it now.
Indeed , many of the complaints
from upper-classmen stem from what
appears to be an uneasy transition
from the fraternity system to the new
residential commons system. The student center is a focal point of this
hostility.
Class of '86 member Beth Scwartz
thought that "It 's very hard to compare seven fraternities to the social
aspects of the student center and a
replacement of the old social life ."
Still , even more resolved , senior
Mike Lalikos viewed the Center 's initial months as "a transition period, "
l alikos felt that "it 's difficult for the
people who had gone thro ugh (the
old fraternity system). I liked lhe old
pub—everything old , The new pub' s
set up like Disneyworld—Stupid
lamp posts. Looks like the
ilaygrouncl at McDonald' s, There 's
..Iso no place to walk. I don 't like il
nut there 's nothing that I can do
;tbout it. "
Students newer to Colby and those
who have had the occasion to have
a party in the commons room voiced predominantly positive views .
Junior Kim Gorton, who used the
commons room for the recent , theme
party "Bring On the Ni ght , " thought
that "her party went well, " Though
she complained tlm t the student
manager on duty could have been
more helpful , Gorton believed the
commons room "io . be a good place
to have a party " an d fell "positive

about the whole thing.
She stated that "compared to last
year , it 's gotten better. The commons
room is a positive addition. If more
people took advantage of it and had
theme parties , it would be great. It
was great to see all the fraternity boys
getting along and having a good
lime. "
The issue of the student center and ,
particularly, the commons room 's
usefulness seemed to be in the
forefront of other Colby people 's
thoughts.
Freshman Anita Terry noted , "I
think the students have a really good
thing in the student center but the
students don 't use it. The administration 's spent a lot ol money and it
seems to be going to waste. "
Student Activities Director Jim
Peacock had much the same type of
opinion when he responded to questions about student use of the center.
"A lol of people don 't know what 's
in the buildin g aside from the commons room. Most don 't know ofthe
second floor lounge, We 've got a
club room—file cabinets nnd meeting
space. The student government office
is also up there. There arc meetin g
rooms any student can reserve, We're
. adding thin gs all the lime. Even today, we're adding more bulletin
boards. Most people don 't know of
the ride board or the campus calendar. I' ve thought of taking a
Slud«>iU Center
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Where the wild
th ings were-II

Sophomore Dave Rand pushes classmate Kerry
Grif fen during the Wi nter Carn ival Olympics last
weekend in front of Dana.
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White executives
dominate trustees

Middle-aged , while businessmen
contin ue to dominate on college governing boards , but the repre sentation of
wo m en ., a nd ethnic minoritie s has
shown modest gain c i n ihelaM decade,
according to ;i nationwide surv ey.
Of approximately 48,000 people
wh o held voting positions on governing, boards last spri ng, weighted
survey data indicat e 90 percent were
white , 80 percent were men , 42 percent held positions in business or had
retired from such positions - making
business more heavily represented
tha n any other fiel d - and 70 percent
were at least 50 years old , incl uding
32 percent who were at least 60.
However the survey, which was the
first of its kind since 1976. also turn-

by Rebecca "Watts

ed up these changes in board
composition :
•The proportion of women increased'by one third , rising from 15
perce nt in 1976 to about 20 percent
in 1 985. Comparable gains for
women were found at both public
and private institutions.
•The proportions of blacks al
p ublic institutions nearly doubled fro m 5.9 percent in 1976 to 11.4 per:ent in the latest count.
•Representation of other minority groups , not count ing Hispanics ,
inc reased to 3 percent . Hispanics ac:ounted for 0.6 percent in 1985; compar able dat a for 1976 were not
avail a ble .
•The Chronicle of Higher Education

Aid availability
won't stop savings
The availability of student aid does
not discourage parents from work ing
harder a nd saving more for their
childre n 's;college eduction . According
to a new study commissioned by the
College Boa rd , a majority of those
parents whose offspring receive Pell
Ci ra nts or Guaranteed Stud em Loans
said that st udent aid availability does
not disco urage har d work.
But the availabilit y of federal
assist ance could discourage about
one-fift h of families from saving - or
from trying to earn more , the st udy
said.
The report was based on a review
o f 10 ,000 financial aid applications ,
on econometric models and on other
studies of what influences families '
decisions to earn more and save

nore.
il was prepared by Michael J.
M c Pherson , a senior fellow at Brooking s Institution , and by Karl E.
Chase, a pr ofessor of economics at
Wellesl ey College.
Because of the way Pell Grants are
calculated , low-income parents do
not see their child' s gr ants
sig nificantly reduced if the family
modestly increases iis earnings.
Families therefore are not discouraged from earning more to help pay for
college , the report ..aid.
Receiving a Guaranteed Student
Loan also does not encourage a student 's parents to earn or to save less
because the loan must eventually be
paid back, according lo the report.
-The Chronicle of H igher Educa t ion

Personal touch
thwarts absenteeism
Faculty members at the Cent ral about the students ' academic success.
Oregon Community College have Then they asked the students why
found that when it comes to keeping they couldn 't come to class that day.
students in class , the personal touch < John Weber , dean of instr.netion,
pays off. The faculty arranged to says the method works. Of the 200
make telephone calls lo st udents who students who were contacted dusing
were in academic difficulty because the spring term , 169 returned to class
they were not coming to class. Pro- and 150 completed their work for the
fessors set up an office , which they quarter.
called the "follow-up desk ," from
"If students arc absent in one
which to call students.
class, they tend to be absent in many
classes, " Mr. Weber says. "Four or
The professors telephoned the five calls from professors can be very
students between 7:30 and 8:15 a.m., effective. "
explained that they were concerned -The Chronicle of H igher Ed ucation

Corrections
Due to an editing error , the
names of Jill Bond , editorial
page editor, and Sue Jacobson ,
features editor , were dropped
from last week's staff box.
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Volunteer center sparks
interest among students
Perrin Bovd

_

'We are in a bubble up here; it is not
reality and the (v olunteer) center gives
studen ts a chance to realize what 's out
-Perrin Boyd
th ere . 9
"Have Fun! Meet New Friends!
And Help Those Individuals Less Fortunate Than You!" So reads one of the
goals listed for the Colby Volunteer
Center , a goal that has been a major
part of the organization since its
beginning.
The Volunteer Center was started
last spring as an independent by senior
Perrin Boyd. Discouraged by the
apathy that Colby students have been
accused of in the past , by both peers
and professors , Boyd wanted to
educate and involve Colby students in
the problems and needs of the Waterville community.
She felt that it was primarily just
some structured program that was
needed as "they (the students) really do
care , they just have a hard time getting
organized ." Thus , her purpose was to
show students ' the needs they could
fulfill , and to organize them into expressing their concern.
The center began with four students
with the "Be a Blind Buddy " program,
and has now expanded to involve approximately 180 students , working an
average of two hours a week in 10 programs: "Be a Blind Buddy, " "Literacy
Volunteers ," "Adopt a Grandparent ,"
Kitchen, " "Hospice
"Soup
Volunteers ," "Rape Crisis ," "Colby
Clowns , " "Mid-Maine Medical
Center ," "Eustis Day Care'," an d "Big
Brother-Bi g Sister, " which had been
started by Colby.
There has also been a clothin g drive,
Thanksgiving baskets , Toys for Tots,

The Colby Ech o, founded in 1877, is
published weekly on Thursdays except
during vacations and exam periods, by
the students of Colby College. The views
expressed within its pages are not
necessarily those oj the student body,
faculty, or administration; nor are the
opinions expressed in letters or commen taries necessarily those of the Echo,
Editorial communications should be

and a Soup Kitchen. Africare
fundraiser.
The emphasis , however , has been as
much on what these programs can do
for students as on what students can
do for the programs . Boyd said that ,
"the students give quite a bit , but they
also receive so much...they find il
tremendously rewarding, and if they
get involved once, they will never
stop. "
Due to this aspect of the organization , Boyd thinks that it is more important lo have as many programs as
possible rather than a few intensive
ones. "It allows students to touch more
people and gain a wider perspective, "
she said. "We are in a bubble up here;
it is not reality and the center gives
students a chance to realize what 's out
there. "
Therefore, Boyd says she is delighted
when other students wish to start new
programs; it not only proves growing
interest and awareness , but provides
further avenues of cbntact between the
Waterville and Colby communities as
well.
Besides increased publicity and training, the Volunteer Center has several
plans for the spring semester. One
hopefu l new program would be lo involve students in the Boys and Girls
Club in Waterville , making cra ft s with
children once a week. Other ideas are
a fast for 'Waterville , a book drive for
South African schools, and to have
each commons and/or hall sponsor a
fundraiser or charity event,

addressed to David Scann ell; business
and circulation communi cations to
William Kules; and advertising communications lo Cina Coracchio at the
Colby Echo, Roberts Union, Colby College, Waterville, Maine 04901, The Colby Echo reserves the rif iht to edit any letter or article submitted. Letter s should
be typed.
The Echo 's of/Ices are located in the

There are , however , several factors
that have always been and are continuing lo be problems for the Center ,
she said. The first is funds; there are
no funds allocated for the Center ,
although money is needed for capital
and publicit y. The commons and the
dea n 's office do make some contributions , but Boyd admits that no real
system of finance is a problem.
Another conflict is more personal to
Boyd , but still important to the Center;
she is paid for 10 hours every week ,
roughly one third thetime that she puts
in. But lack of time is one of the most
frustratin g parts of the project for her.
The difficulties are increased by the
absence of an office as il is difficult for
people to get in touch with her due to
her busy schedule. If people do wr_ h
lo do so , the most reliable method ; is
throu gh her post office box-number
164 , she said.
The final major problem is one thai
concerns nil particip ants in the Center,
she said-the future of the organization. It needs an organizer , and
although many students are very active
in the Center , it is uncertain who will
succeed Boyd. The only thing similar
to the Center in the past was when the
fraternities existed al Colby, and each
sponsored a charity ,
However, those did not continue ,
and it is difficult to tell if the present
increased interaction with Waterville
will continue with the Volunteer Center
without its founder and organizer

basemen t of Roberts Union. Office
hours run from 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm on
Mondays and Tuesdays. Appointments
are also welcome, The Echo may he
reached by phone at (207) 872-3348.
POST MASTER: Send address
changes to the Colby Echo, Roberts
Union; Colby College, Waterville,
Maine 04901,

Wendy Lapha m

D own the
toilet
Last week I practiced selfcensorship. I wrote a column about
some of my impressions of Europe ,
where I spent this January, but it
wasn 't your usual travelogue. It was
a column about toilets.
I said to myself , afte r I had written it , "Wendy, you. cannot write a
column about toilets- that is just not
the ki nd of thing thai someone
writes about. If you write a column
about toilets , you will never be
published by anyone. And think of
the reaction of the Echo editors !
You 'll j ust have to t h i n k of
something else, " (the "something
else ," if you 'll remember , cost me 70
bucks!)
But life works in strange ways. I
ran into one of the Echo editors at
a party Friday night , a n d con fid ed in
her the whole self-eensorshipbecause-how-I-writ e-a-columnabout-toilets story. Her reaction was
sh ocking . She clapped her hands '
together and proclaimed , "Go
ahead! Write it!"
With this encouragement , I realized that I had official sanction to write
about toilets by the very moral
figurehead of this newspaper. Then
1 remembered thai this was really no
big deal , because I' ve certainly done
worse things in this column than raise
the international bathroom issue. So
with no sense of propriety whatsoever , and a small victory for the
Civil Liberties Union , let me tell you
the unspeakable truth about toilets
abroad.
European toilets , I' m convinced ,
are designed soley to confuse and
frustrate the American tourist . Our
familiar white porcelain God with the
little handle on the top of the tank
to push down , is replaced by a confusing and complicated assortment ol
knobs , p u lls , chains , and foot pedals,
Every time one finds il necessary lo
relieve oneself , one must play a game
called"What Do I Do to Make This
Thing Flush? There were a few
times when , try as I might , I could
not win the game , and I had to wait
until I was sure there was no one else
in there before I slipped out unnoticed and unflushed. That sounds terrible, I know , but when you 're trapped in a tiny rectangular room in
Copenhagen with no idea how to
facilitate the facilities and no desire
or Danish to ask , sometimes you
have to leave thin gs where they are,
If you go to East Berlin , make sure
you have money with you on your
trip to the Junge and Madchen 's
rooms. Communists , I gather , have
to pay as they go. At least Capitalists
can pec for free.
Our country worshi ps toilets and
everythin g connected to them ,
American companies spend millions
of dollars a year to create the perfect
toilet paper , and millions more
advertisin g its squeczingly soli , flulI'y, cushiony, velve ty , cottony
qualities whatsoever. French "papier
hygeniqtie " is by far the worst- it 's
like a cross between a brown paper
bag and a brown paper lowel. Sensitive readers should definitely practice B.Y.O.T.P , in the land ol"
Napoleon , Maybe the Colby Ent repreneu rs should start an international toilet paper export business
abroad. Or maybe that 's been tried
before without success. We 're all
aware of the stereotype of undignified Americans. Maybe in this
instance , the lack of emphasis placed on toilet paper by Europeans is a
noble thing. They seem to have kept
in mirid what it 's really used for.
Then there 's "that ot her thing "
that 's often found in women 's
bathrooms. I just couldn 't figure out
why I got so many funny looks all the
t ime, because It 's really a very hanWcndy Lnphnm
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to h ost
conference

Bradley Harris will be pro f iled in next week' s

Echo.

Mar y Low Common prepares
for $1.1 m in renovations
by Man Jo SpunRenovations costing $1.1 million wil
be made in Mary Low Commons dur
ing ihe summer , according to Pau
ho usint
C olby 's
Johnston ,
coordinator.
A committee made up of residents
of Mary Low Commons did much of
the work , including surveying residents
and holding various forums to find out
exactly what residents wanted to make
Mary Low a more attractive and
desi rable place to live.
Most renovations are slated to be
done this summer , though some of the
improvements have already begun.
The coffeehouse is among the areas
that have already been improved , according to Johnston .
The coffeehouse was painted ,
carpeted and furnished last year with
new tables and chairs , while now work
is being done on cabinets in the kitche n
area.
Because of summer programs ,
whose participants arc for the most
pari housed in Mary Low commons ,
Colby needs two kitchens in operation ,
Dana and Foss.
Therefore , most of the reno vations
done this summer will be done only in
Coburn and Mary Low , while it will
be Foss and Woodman 's mm durin g
the summer of '87 ,

Ho wever , all the rooms in all four
dorms will receive new furniture. The
kind of furniture has not yet been
de c id ed , said Johnston .
The major renovations which will
lake place are in the basement of
Cob u rn whe r e di n ing se r vi ces p r ev i ou sly had iis offices , as well as la r ge are as
for food storage. Demolit ion by the
Physical Plant has already begun in the
space which will become a recreational
area for residents of Ihe Commons.
The space will be carpeted , painted ,
and will have mirrors on the walls and
mats on the floors. The area is intended to be used for aerobics , weight liftin g, and possiblv have life-cycling.
The equipment chosen was the result of
one survey done by the Committee in
charge.
The main work being done in
MaryLow/Coburn will be electrical ,
The heatin g, plumbing, and sprinkler
systems will also be updated .
The steam system which is now used for heatin g will be replaced by a hot
water system , which should not only
be more cost efficient , but wil also be
better able to regulate and control heat.
As for plumbin g, existing features will
be brou ght up lo date and will be
repaired , but no actual replacement
will occur , said Johnston ,
An
item
of
concern
in

MaryLow/Coburn are telephone jacks
and possible computer jacks as well ,
which would be provided in each
room , said J ohnston. With the pho ne
j a cks , reside nts will have the option ,
like most of the rest of the campus , of
owning a phone.
The computer jacks , if a ppr oved ,
will make it possible for students with
personal computers to hook up into the
main frame , UNIX. Colby is still
negotiating with computer services to
get some type of computer access in
each room.
Approximately half of all the rooms
in the Commons are slated to be
painted in one neutral color. The
rooms that^ will be painted will be
distinguished on the basisof need and
priority. The rest of the rooms in the
Commons will be painted the following year. This is due to cost. Eventually, il is hoped thai . the Commons will
move awa y from the blue , yellow , and
urcen pastels toward color unity,
Johnston said.
Major renovatio ns include making
the temporary housing unit connecting
Mary Low and Coburn into a six person suite , including two or three
hedrooms and a lounge.
One more quad will also be made in
Mary Low,
|» n ji t» 5
Mary Low Renovations

Do 'a World Ensemble playing In Wadsworth Gymnasium last weekend during Winter Carn ival,

by Christopher Preston
Colby is scheduled to host a political
science conference July 14, 15, and 16.
Organized and sponsored by Government Professor Sandy Maisel , the confere n ce "will examine the emergence ,
recruitment and selection of congressional nominees , focusing on the idea
th at incumbents generally win reelection because their challengers are
we a k ," he said.
Coming together as a group, said
Maisel , "will help us decide what questio ns will be asked , to whom , and in
what district , and whether the selection
will be random or chosen .We will come
away with a single questionnaire so the
var iou s a n swers we receiv e will be i n
response to the same question. " T his
a pp r oach , Maisel pointed out , makes
analysis more accurate and inconsistencies more visible.
"The end-product of the conference , " h e sa i d , "will be a set of
specifi c hypotheses , agreement on the
dat a needed to test these hypotheses ,
and a research strategy to gather these
dat a. "
Coming from all over the country,
the thi rty delegates are "experts on
congressional elections , primaries ,
public opinion surveys , ca m paig n
finance , and on how elections are run
generally, " representing some of the
best names in the field of political
scie nc e, " Maisel said.
He had been thinkin g of organizing
a conference-at Colby for two years ,
and formally submitted a proposal for
a grant to the National Science Foundatio n last fall , he said.
After submitting the preliminary
proposal and a revised proposal several
months later , the NSF approved
Maisel's application and granted him
$25,000 to cover travel expenses and
those generated by the conference ,
such as labor and processing.
The atmosp here of the conference
will be as relaxed and personal as possible: participants are encouraged to
bring their families and will be living
on campus , according to Maisel.
Though the conference will take
place in the field house primarily ,
visiting delegates will have full access
to all of Colby 's recreational facilities;
and , time permitting, will be free to
travel to the coast or surrounding
towns ,
Maisel has had experience participating in similar conferences in the
past.
Alluding to his involvement , Maisel
stated , "I was an invited delegate at a
conference co-sponsored by Rice
University and the University of
Houston in 1980 which addressed the
issue of how citizens decide who to vote
for in congressional elections. "
Once the goals of the first conference have been accomplished and
are approved by the NSF , Maisel will
receive an additional $225 ,000. This
will cover research expenses created as
the various scientists acquire t heir information. Additional funds from this
grant will go to organizing a second
Colby Conference.
The purpose of hosting a second
conference "will be to analyze the data ;
received from the districts which were
tested ," Maisel said. "The original 30
delegates would be invited back with
all their expenses paid , but the conference would be open to anyone, And
because of its significance , there will
be many visiting journalists and politicians as well. "
There are benefits for Colby from
the conference, Besides generating student interest , primarily among government majors , the Colby conference is
a unique chance for national recognition. Conferences of national importance are usually confined to large
resea rch universities , thus making Colby 's opportunit y a rarity, he said. This
aspect, combined with the boost it will
give Colby 's summer programs , may
make the Colby administration more
receptive to similar conferences in the
f ut ure, according to Maisel ,

White , Catholics
make up frosh class
by Demetia Giatas
After polling 436 of the 475 entering Colby freshmen , st atistics show the
most typical Colby Freshman to be 18
years old , white and Catholic. These
and other Findings were collected in the
fall in cooperation with the American
Council of Education and UCLA.
More than 500 colleges and universities
participate in the annual survey, and
data collected compares Colby to national norms of similar institutions.
Why did the members of the Class
of 1989 choose Colby? Eighty-two percent said for academic reputation , 45
percent to get good jobs , and 41 percent to go to top graduate schools.
Twenty-five percent cited their reason
for attending to be a good social
reputation.
The most popular probable majors
identified by the frosh included
political science, b i ol ogy, English ,
economics and business. And as far as
high school experiences , th e p oll
revealed 93 percent were bored in class,

76 percent drank beer, 69 percen t

did n 't complete homework on time, 74
percent attended a religious service , 81

percent performed volunteer work and
23 percent used a personal computer.
Economically, more than 40 percent
of the frosh estimate their parents annual income as being in excess of
$75,000, including 15 percent whose
parents earn more than $150,000 a
year.
Feelings on current issues were also
polled , and almost 60 percent of those
surveyed believe nuclear disarmament
is attainable , 36 percent would abolish
the death penalty, 73 percent would
legalize abortion , 94 percent believe
women should have job equality and
62 percent think the wealthy should
pay more taxes.
Finally, 28 percent think homosexual relations should be prohibited , 74
percent think students should help
evaluate faculty members and 14 percent believe the college has the right to
ban speakers on campus.

At work on the snow sculpture from Piper/Drurnmond/Godard-Hodgtoins wtiich eventually came
out
third in the competition.

Student , prof take part
in Rhodes competition

Curriculum changes
to be introduced
by Bill Donahue
A greater emphasis on developing
quantitative and technological skills
and the introduction of interdisciplinary courses for freshmen
m'ay be the biggest curriculum
changes that will take effect next fall.
Both of these planned changes
have been inspired and funded by
donations.
A $150 ,000 grant from theSloane
Foundation last year stimulated the
drive to improve students ' quantitat ive skills. According to Hank
Gemery, an Economics Professor
who is the chair ofthe Sloane Steering Committee at Colby, the Sloane
Foundation felt that "liberal arts colleges (were) not responding to society 's increasing emphasis on quantitative and technological skills. "
Thus , il decided togivegrants to the
25 U.S. colleges with the highest SAT
scores.
After spending much of the first

Two members of the Colby community entered the Rhodes Scholarship
application process this past semester.
History professor Jane Hunter was a
state selection committee member, and
Michael Hill was an applicant.
Oxford annually awards full, twoyear scholarships to 32 American college seniors recognized as superior
scholars . According to exact stipulations in the will of the late Cecil B.
R hodes , benefactor of the program ,
state and regional committees evaluate
students on four criteria: (1) literary
and scholastic ability and attainments;
(2) qualities of truthfulness , courage ,
devotion to duty, sympathy, kindness ,
unselfishness , and fellowship; (3) exhibition of moral force of character
and instincts to lead and to take an interest in one's contemporaries; (4)
phy sical vigor.
Six-member state committees , comprised of four former Rhodes recipients and two "citizens ,*' must select
two applicants to represent their state
at the regional , award conferring level.
' Professor Jane Hunter , a "citizen "
member and one of two women on the
Maine committee , kept in mind Cecil
Rhodes 's desire to see the "best [per-

semester contemplating how to use
this money most effectively, the
Sloane Steering Committee made two
major curricular changes.
First, it will develop a quantitative
methods concentration. According to
Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur , this
concentration will be unique in that
it will be "f r eesta n di n g ". It will not
be attached to any major.
The addition of this concentration
entails the development of several
new courses , the most important of
which is Quantitative Analysis , an introductory course open to all
students. According to Gemery, "It
will emphasize the relation of math
to our daily lives ."
Second , the committee will develop
a cluster program in "Technology
and Society ". The cluster will feature
an introductory course in 'Issues in
Technology " and will , Gemery
hopes, impact on the curriculum of
Page 15
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is reserved nearly every Friday and
Saturday for the rest of the semester
and many Thursdays. More people
are coming into the buildings. The
symphony orchestra might play here.
The building 's untapped. We 've got
a great place for creative programming , The potential' s untapped ."
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classified ad in the Echo to let people know. People can check that
calendar near the post office (with the
ride board) to see what 's going on for
the next two weeks," he said.
"By and large , the building is a
great asset. Whether we're using it
well or not is undetermined. " Yet , he
continued that "The commons room
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Today a woman sits among the four
former Rhodes Scholars on the Maine
selection committee.
Aside from her obviously difficult
decision with the committee to choose
just two candidates from an original
field of twent y qualified students ,
Hunter enjoyed the experience. She
met some of Maine 's most wellrounded , c o m m u n i t y oriented
scholars , and watched them develop a
stro ng camaraderie over the interview
weekend. She hopes that the process
proved reasonable and enjoyable for
the candidates as well, considering their
pre-interview jitters.
Colby Senior Michael Hill sat
among the 12 applicants selected for
state interviews. He admitted an expected nervousness before facing the
committee , but noted the complete
absence of "cut-throat competition "
among candidates. In fact , while the
Pajje 5
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son] for the world' s fight "while interviewi n g the twelve st a t e f in al i sts , incl uding Hill.
The Maine Rhodes ' ch a pte r
secretary, Thomas Allen , chose Hunter
for the position to fulfill the committee's desire to include a second woman ,
t o be nefit from the academic
knowledge of a historian , and to
balance academ ic affiliation by including a member from Colby.
According to Hunter , a Rhodes
scholar must exhibit the "potential to
be an active world citizen. "
"He or she must utilize his or her
scholarly excellence to address a current social problem , " said Hunter.
Although Rhodes himself admired
athletes , the progra m has recently
shifted its recognition to include
students seriously maintaining personal
health and fitness. Another substantial
change in the program, in 1976, allowed women to apply for the scholarship.
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Rhodes

group waited through each others interviews, a feeling of unity developed ;
they could chuckle over mutual slipups during their twenty minute session ,
he said.
Hill , a biology major , learned of the
Rhodes Scholarship at an informational meeting sponsored by Career
Services. The tutorial system at Oxford , with its one on one, mentorstudent philosophy struck him as a

"neat , fun , challenging, exctingway to
spend two years." "Everyone I talked to was completed supportive , ex;
cited , " Hill said. "They all said go for
it. "
Although the effort ended for him
in Portland , Hill described the process
of applying for a Rhodes Scholarship
as "defi nite worthwhile. " It helped
him clarify his goals "in the sense that
I had to decide what is important or

M ary Low Chan ges

One proposal , which has not yet
been approved , is a possible ten person co-op on first floor Mary Low.
This would include a lounge and full
size kitchen. Students living here would
not be on the meal plan under this proposal. The idea was suggested because
of the growing number of students who
have been choosing of f campus living
as the only alternative to bein .g on the
meal plan.
A special room lottery would be iniioduced with priority given to up-

perclassmen to get into this proposed
coed co-op. Other renovations include
replacing the kitchenettes on the second
and t hird floors of Mary Low and the
one in Foss with individual "apartment
size" un its , which should improve and
modernize the cooking facilitie s a great
deal , he said.
Student resp onse to the renovations
seem to be very positive. "I especially
like the idea of the co-op in Mary Low .
I' m thinking of moving off campus
next year , but if I had the chance to

not. " The probing questions during his
interview forced him to quickly
prioritize his values and to justify
them. Also, the committee wanted to
know what motivates a candidate, how
that student became what he or she is
he or she
today, and to ^hat extent
has
the potential to serve society. "Rhodes
lets a student figure himself out as a
total person. Preparing questions
about why you do what vou do makes
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Most of the work is slated for a 13
week period in the summer and will be
clone almost exclusively by the Department of Physical Pla nt- .

a world of good.
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"I just hope tuiti on doesn 't go up
because of all the renovations ," said
another resident of Coburn.
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issues facing ph ysicians and develop"a
medical moral philosophy of his own.
Just investigating the possibilities in
Oxford 's curriculum allowed Hill to
see all the academic areas he hasn 't explored , he said . After Colby, he'd like
to "take a couple years to explore other
things that have qualities that are [also]
present in science. " He said he will be
seeking a challenge in an area different
from his academic concentration.
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live on campus and not be on the meal
plan , I'd take it ,"said one resident in
Mary Low.

i
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you know yourself ," said Hill.
His academic plans at Oxford would
have been study with the PhilosophyPsychology-Physiology program. Oxf ord' s requirement of a specific plan
of study forced Hill to "take time and
consider other aspects of medicine, "
a long time career goal. Courses of this
type seemed enj oyable; more importantly, they would have allowed him
the opportunity to explore ethical
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Applications will be available in the Student Activities Office from
Februar y 10 - 21
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Faculty members and staff are encouraged to apply as well
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ALSO: SUMMER POSITION OPENIN G: A summer residen t is needed
to work on COOT for the fall. If interested , see J im Peacock in
the Student Activities Office.
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Activism :
why bother?

Poli t ical act ivism a t Colb y "sounds like a con t radic t ion in

terms. Many would simply chock it up to apathy. This is not
sufficien t. In order to understand why students do not get involve d , we must consider the nature of the community.
"Why bother " and "What 's in it for me " have become com mon responses. Students tend not to do that for which they
are no t rewarded . Vounteer work is not "cool" . The carrot
an d stick method is , in part , t he resul t of a hi g hl y ma t erialis t ic
society. The reason for going to college has become to gel th e
better job with the higher salary so you can buy the bigger house
and drive the faster car. It is rare to find those who do
something solely for the sake of experience.
Related to this is the pressure that will arise in a community
based on the premise of reward.Those who are genuinely
mo t iva t ed t o ac t will sh y away from wha t would ot herwise be
good impulses; thereby falling into a pattern which has been
labeled apathy.
How do we improve t he att itude of our community and draw
ou t those who would ot herwise make an effec t ive con t ribution
to activism at Colby? Perhaps the first step is education itself.
There is a need to t each t he st udents tha t it is no t t he ou t come
so much as it is the process they go through to get there that
is impor tant. Thus , by emphasizing the experiential over the
ma t erial , studen ts will discover that what matters is not quantitative gratification but more accurately the quality of existence. It is the process of political activism which then
becomes the ultimate reward.

Math anxiety
and self-respect
Beverl y Haw k
Math Anxiety, Bill of Rights
by Sandra L. Davis .
I have the right to learn al my own pace
and not to /eel put .
down or stupid if I' m slower than someone else.
I have the rights to ask whatever questions I have.
I have the right to need extra help,
I have the right to ask a teacher or TA
for help,
I have the right to say I don 't
understand.
I have the right not to understand.
I have the right to feel good about
myself regardless of my abilities in
math.
Some people think they absolutely
cannot do math. This math phobia is
often a consequence of brutality at the
hands of mathematics suffered before
they ever gel to Colby that look the
form of years of franticall y copying
from the board , humiliatin g frustration with trivial word problems , nhd
alienation from abstract explanation.
This presents a challenge to the
liberal arts college whose philosophy
is to make students literate across the
curriculum. The school offers courses
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I have the right to base my self- worth
on my math skills,
I have the right to view myself as
learning
math.
of
capable
I have the right to evaluate my math
instructors and how they teach.
I have the right to relax.
I have the right to be treated as a competent adult,
I have the right to dislike math.
I have the right to define success in my
own terms.
Sheila Tobias
Overcoming Math A nxietv
(Boston: H oughton Mifflin Company)
1978
with qu antitative content and students
are afraid to sample litem. Tragically ,
it is the students who will pay an entire lifetime for this decision. It will
constrain their career options nnd force
t hem lo defer to those who claim
authority *in the use of numbers .
Despite the import ance of quantitative
literacy and the attempts of depa rtments across the curriculum to introduce the students to quantitative
methods , anxiety resulting from years
of ex perience with math classes

Life 's little mysteries
To the Editor:
We 've been working here at Colby for four years , and for iwo of
those years we 've been student
managers at Dana dining hall. Every
day, il seems , we gel q uestions from
dist u rbed , befuddled and distrau ght
freshme n about the nature of the
reg ulations behind student earnings
here at Colby. It 's always been an
amazingly complex matter , one that
li mited minds like ours have failed to
comprehend lor four years now.
When one such baffled waif approaches u s , we usually respond ,
"Gee , I don 't k now " or " L ife is f u ll
of little mysteries. " We 've grown
wea ry of the questions , and ex asp erated by our inability to
enlighte n people on this matter. What
we w an t a r e answers , damn it! Further more , we call on th at one person
wh o must be most qualified lo deal
with these matters to charge someone
else t o form a committee to investigat e the possibility of gathering
a consensus to compile a short , easy
to comprehend summary of. the
"why 's" behi nd this mess, not simply

the "what 's" th ai seem to abound.
The following are a few things we
can 't quite grasp.
1. Where does the money lo pay
students come from? Does the money
for fi n a n cial aid . stu dents and non
fi nancial aid students come from the
same source?
2. Why is there a li mit on a student 's ea rni n gs pe r y ear ?
3. Is this limit the same lor all
st udents? Why or why not?
4. How is this limit determined?
5. Is there a mechanism to stop
non financial aid students from exceeding this li mit? If not , isn 't it a
trav esty that financial aid students
are constrained by this limit?
6. Why can 't a st udent who didn 't
reach his limit in a given year carry
th e balance of this allotment over to
subsequent years?
7. Finally, and probably the questio n we all await an answer to with
baited breath , wh at happens to
money that is not distributed? It is
a fact that many students don 't reach
th eir limits! What we want to know
is who pockets the excess cash? Some

bureaucrat in a dank office in
Washington? If not , is il being wisely i nvested in such things as $12 ,000
monstrosities along Main Street and
cute little signs pointing out all the
hot spots on campus? Personally,
these two investigative reporters are
glad that we are told in two languages
where not to park. After all , w e have
a whole b un ch o f an ci ent R o m ans o n
foreign exchange here. None of them
have ever had their chariots towed.
Over a decade after its illustrious
founding , the H illside co m ple x do rmrooms still need finished ceilings.
We k now that there must be simple, logical answers to these questions , but finding out is usually an
adventure of epic proportions for the
common student on the streets. The
pr oblem might lie with Colby, but it
could be one of those governmental
things. ..which of course would explain a lot. We 'd j ust like to know
from whoever would like to tell ns.;
Dave Turbert
Joan -Beth Witkes

Echo is a sleeping pill
To the Editor:
Reading the Colby Echo is , unfortunately, an incredibly boring experience. I am forced to wonder if Colby is really as dull as the paper makes
il seem? A sleeping pill to say the least.
There must be something slightly
more interesting than an editorial on
Ihe bookstore; it appears t o m e that in
general the Echo tends to dwell on the
day-to-day minutia. Perhaps it is indemically part ofthe trappings of being a small liberal arts college that one
must continually report the same news
week after week .
Last week' s Echo soared to new
heights of advertising profit , six pages
of the whopping sixteen page paper
were devoted exclusively to capitalist
gain. Priscilla 's Adult bookst ore, one

of the more tastefu l ads , in addition to
an entire page for Jade Island and
another whole page for Domino 's real ly raked in the bucks last week while
ihe Echo continued lo keep iis budget
down.
As a member of the Board of Governors, I was glad to vote for an editorial
salary. I appreciate the time they spend
on the paper ; however , I am starting
lo think there might be a more productive way to spend this money . And
please don 't blame the students ' inabilit y to write sophisticated articles;
all they need is the inspiration of a
good editorial staff.
There are an awful lot of people who
think that their high school paper was
better than the Echo is. Why should
this be? I realize that there is a distinct-

ly biting tone to all of this , but I assure
you th at my intentions are pure. I only want to see the paper improve , and
I am willing to do or say whatever it
lakes to make that a reali ty.
I .w ould like to see a paper lhal had
the courage to lake a position on
anything rather than simply being a
bureaucratic extension of the administration. I' m not asking to bring
ba ck the 60' s, but how about meeting
the mandate of 1986. Students today
are a lot more sophisticated than they
used to be; issues are no longer as black
and white as they once were. Why not
attempt to belter address the complex ities of issues' as they exist at Colby and
beyond?
Jeff Farle
Governor—Mary Lo*

In search of meaning
To the Editor:
Once upon a time there was a little
girl from a nice family. The little girl
grew up and went to high school. Then
she went lo college. Then she got a
good job. And she lived happily ever
after.
The problem with fairy tales like this
is that everything about them is easy.
Easy to read , easy to understand , easy
to believe. There is no longing in this
story, nothing to suggest a struggle for
any part of it, and in no sense of true
satisfaction. There is no imagery or
color or metaphor in the language.
Every step is simple. Every word is
forgettable .
Everything about life , for the most
part , has been easy. I have a nice family, I went to high school, I went to college, Along the way , I did w hat I had
to do to get from one step to the other,
but I never had to strive beyond that.
I never cared about education , because
I never had to. I mi ght have worked
harder nnd perhaps been first in my
class , but what is really the difference
between being graduated from Harvard and being graduotcd from Colby?
I wou ld still be what I am now- a
college-educated woman from a

background of college-educated people. "It 's so easy!"I think . Then why
do I feel that parts have been left out?
Why do I feel no sense of true
satisfaction.
Because I have not allowed myself
to alter the story, to givc .it the thing
it needs most : a sense of meaning. I sit
in a classroom and expect my professor
to supply mc with everything I need.
My ears hear only words that I record
in a notebook. My eyes read only
sentences that I don 't need to understand beyond the surface, My hands
write papers that delve only as far into an idea as I feel like going. My
mouth forms questions F ask only so
that my voice is heard in the room. I
practice passive learnin g: I learn only
what I need to get mc to the "next
step. "
But what if I made a change? What
if I decided to take my education into
my own hands and concentrated on
learning rather than on achieving?
What if instead of depending on my
teachers to tell mewhai I don 't know ,
I worked WITH them to d iscover
things neither one of us might have
thought of? What if I looked at the
learnin g process not ns something easy,

but as something challenging and
deserving of my energies- something
proud , something meaningful? What
if I saw education everywhere I lookedin every experience , every film , every
lecture , every discussion- and I took an
ACTIVE part in all of those things, instead of wasting my time?
IF I do these things , if I make
changes , I think I will find that sense
of meaning, and Colby will become
very complicated , but very valuable , I
will create images I have never conceived of before. I will sec colors I mighl
not notice otherwise. Metaphor will
take the place of cliche , and I might
be spared the gnawing error and
simplicity that livin g "happily ever
after " implies,
Pete Moss was right to bring"to light
our perceptions of learnin g, education
and work as they apply to Colby
student s and faculty , l a m now in my
final semester here and am just
discovering how much time I have lost,
I know there arc other fairy-tale
characters like mc on campus. It 's time
to read over that story one last |time ,
and then begin the process of rewritin g
, i t.
Wendy Lnphnm

Apartheid : it' s not just South Africa 's p roBlem

began conducting security searches al
the border that severely restricted the
dail y flow of supplies into Lesotho.
After-19 da ys of this continued embar go, Prime Minister Leabua
Jona t han was ou st ed from office b y
Ma jor General Justin Lekhanya. Immediat ely after the coup was announced . South Africa disbanded it s

blockade.

Joe Berge ra
Durin g the yea r , news reports have
familiariz ed us all with South Africa n
apartheid. Generally speaking ,
however , American 's think of this
system as something which affects
only South Africa. In fact , apartheid
ha s profoundly affected the development of political and economic institutions throughout this entire
region of the continent. For example ,
South Africa prompted a recent coup
in the borderin g countr y of Lesotho ,

leading to the installation of a more
passive regime.
Lesotho , lik e the other black-states
( often referred to as the front -line
stales ) in Southern Africa , is highly
dependent on the Republic. This
dependency is the result of development policies , beginnin g in the early
days of colonialism , that sytematically linked these national economies to
South Africa 's growth. This means
in practical terms that given a choice,

in vestments were made in the
Republic instea d of neighborin g
economies. As a result , these
economies are extremely poor and
underdeveloped forcing blacks to
mi grate to South Africa for work ,
and bonding them irre vocably to a
hostile government.
At any given time over 50 percent
of Lesotho 's male labor force is
working in South Africa under
m igrant labor contracts , while only

Mark Viden
Sometimes , Colby mirrors the real world. Case in point : the Colin
Democrats . Thi s organization (to borrow a title which one hears whenever
I hoy pa ss by tho government department ) ha s plunged from ob scurity in
oblivion. Practical ])' nothing wa s ucomplislicd hy this club lasi semester '
and il looks like thi s may ho the case for next semester. Wh at is happening '*

Colby
mirrors
nationa l
part y
problems
i

¦¦

.

Well, for one thing , the leader ship of the Colby Democrats has boon
in a perpetual vacuum. Fir st , the president resigned and then Iter replacement left due to the fact thai she was not returning to Colby thi s semester .
This loa ves the club with no pre side nt or vice-pre sident. Not exactly a
f ormula for success .
Now , getting back lo my original statement , it a ppear s that the
. Dem ocrat s in Wa shington aro also without clour leadership , Perhaps the
most I 'm smilin g example of this ab sence wa s i lie democratic suppoi . for
ihe Ciranmi-Rudman deficit-ridding bill. The bill (a portion of which ' ha s
since boon declared unconstitutional ) would have allowed Presiden t Rea gan
t o sock an unparalleled reduction in domestic spending while escalating '
the defense bud get. What wa s the Democrat ' s ra tionale behind ve ili ng
for such a measure? Tho y responded that it was belter than nothing. Thi s
is hardly one of ihe leadership qualities that one wants to sec in future
presidential cand idate s .
The main problem thai the Democrat s (and Republicans ) aro facing
is Presiden t Reagan 's unwillin gness to lower defense spending or raise
ia\e s . However, accordin g to most economic advisor s , Rea gan imisi do
one of the two if t here is to he any sort of u reduction of Ihe cancerou s
defici t , Because lie cherished his nuclear weapon s so much, Reagan will
probably opi for increased laves . However , he will wan t to create ihe illusion that Congre ss raised taxes , not him. The Democrats must unit e
and en sure linn Regan hears the brunt of tho responsibility I'o r.the do licit .
And any reduc tion spending must include the defense department ,

*

i

Wi lh Senator Kenned y out of the presidential race , the Democr at s arc
withou t » iftVivMinl candidate who can solid ..)' support ajs nlns. Rea gan
and ilie Republican candida tes. If this vacuum . cumin s . Rea gan will have
en sured thai his legacy of Commu nist paranoia coupled witli his ant ipath y
toward America ' s needy remains \v|th a CiOP victory in '88, Likewi se,
if the Colby Democrat s do not yet t heir act straig ht , their extinction will
he to no one 's surprise.
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six percent of the labor force is in formal employment at home. Remittanc es from migr ant wages account
for over 50 perc ent of the country 's
G1NP. Furthermore , Lesotho purchases almos t half of its food requirement , all of its energy, and most consumer goods fro m the Republic.
South Africa uses its economic
leverage to influence the politica l institutions of its neighbors. For example 1 , Januarv I . 1986. South Afri c

Apparently, the economic squeeze
wa s a protest by Pretoria against
Jonathan 's aid t o g uerrillas from t he
South African .outlawed African National Congress (ANC), which seeks
to overthrow the white-minority
re gime. Since taking control ,
Lekhan y a has begun ex pellin g ANC
refu gees, and will probably adopt a
more anti- communist and pro-South
African policy than his predecessor.
Lekhan ya has gained credibl y in
Lesotho because he was able to
restore vital trade with South Africa
throu gh a policy that appears to be
less antagonistic towa rd Pretoria.
Ironicall y, the Ba sotho (citizens of
Lesotho ) ha ve a resounding dislike
for the Republic 's apartheid government . During the last decade . South
African death squads have killed
d07ens of innocent people in raids on
Lesotho. Al so the migrant labor
system that the two countries are
engaged in exposes Basotho to South
Africa 's harsh pass laws.
Thi s situation points out the contr adictions in the region which resull
from the Re public 's influence on
politica l and economic institutions in
its nei ghboring countries. Thus , aparth eid does not impact only on South
Africa , but ha s effects across the continent of A frica. Indeed then the
liberati on of South African blacks is
fund amental ro the legitimate independence of all nations in Southern
Africa.

Overcomin g math brutalit y and humiliation
prevents the students from acquiring
expertise that would bring them eduring benefit.
Many with math anxiety foresee
failure for themselves in any encounter
with mathematics. Lack of confidence
is a self-fulfilling prophesy in
mathematics. For example, the student
will take the difficulty of math texts to
be a reflection of his or her math
abilities not a charactersitic of textbook
standards in the discipline. (The student does not know that, a math major can spend a half hour comfortably
and methodically deciphering a math
text.) After three attempts at solving
a problem , the student with a shortfuse will accept this as validation of his
or her inferior aptitude. Further , it is
this student who lacks the confidence
to register for another math course, so

we in the teaching profession never get
the chance to break the cycle.
The cumulative effect of these encounters can be seen in a student 's
"quantitative aptitude " scores. Unfortunately, many students take these tests
as proof that they should stay away
from math. These tests measure
something, something important , but
is is most assuredly not "quantitative
aptitude ". Low quantitative aptitude
scores tell more about the student 's
past encounters with math than they
tel l about the student 's future success
with numbers. Frustration and lack of
confidence is what we measure with
quantitative aptitude tests. Low quantitative aptitude scores tell us a student
does not have the self-confidence to
take math courses or the stamina to
read problems on the aptitude test a

dozen times (calmly). Quantitative aptitude tests measure self-confidence
and stamina not "aptitude ". Yet, these
low quantitative aptitude scores let a
student conclude: "It 's official. I can 't
do math. Therels no use to try. I just
don 't have a math mind. "
Many of my students accept the nolion that there is such a thing as a
"math mind" . This myth suggests that
there are a select few , born with the
math-minds , who are pre-destined to
understand math while the rest of
humanity is simply born to languish in
awe of the power of such minds. The
math whiz is a real brain , an "Einstein ", a "genius". There is no counterpart for English and the humanities to
the phrase "math whiz ". Some
students have encountered teachers
who accept the notion that some

To The Editor

participate in his own education.
Asa freshman , I took courses which
were overcrowded and impersonal; 1
was lucky if the professor knew my
name. The sense of alienation was
reflected in my grades and genera l attitude toward education at Colby. It
was sort of understood that we all had
to put up with a certain amount of
freshman filth courses. The reward
would come in our senior year when
we h a d f ir st p rior ity a n d w ere allowed

to indulge in that financial ex- getting your $60,000 worth , I' ve been
travagance known as _"the seminar. " bumped out of two classes due to
W ell , now I am a senior , and I might
overenrollment and watched numerous
as well be going to the University of other people suffer the same fate.
Massachusetts. Last semester , I took Luckily through the beneficence of one
a course in my major which had over of my professors , I w a s able t o get in 100 students in it.
to one of the two I was bumped from
The style and structure of the course by almost literally cutting a hole in the
were greatly affected by the size and "limited enrollment " fence.
I was unable to engage the material in
But not so in the other class. Due lo
the way 1 would have liked. Second the position of my last name in the
semester , senior year , when you start alph abet , I was hacked off the list.

Thus , I am now only enrolled in three
classes, I guess I should consider
myself lucky. If it was up to me, I
¦wouldn 't even be here except that I
need 3 credits to graduate and Colby
has a residency clause. Why should I
pay $6,500 for three credits; obviously there i s "no room at the inn " and
I shouldn 't even bother to try to get into the illustrious list of overcrowded
classes.

I didn 't quite remember how to
ph rase that in Portuguese ; Actuall y,
I was a little intimidated .
However , I am not intimidated by
the prospect of writing about taboo
su bj ects like to il ets , toilet p a p er an d
"that other thing " anymore. In fact ,
because I decided not to censor
myself , this will probably be a successful column. Even Freud recogniz-

ed that we never really outgrow th .
desire to engage in what my mother
used to call "toidy-talk. " Once you
scratch the surface of a topic like this ,
though , you're in the sewer for good.
I guess that 's where I belong anywayyou should've seen the look on my
parents 'faces when they saw the
slides of my trip !

students don 't have math aptitude. I
guess it is appealing to us because it explains so neatly why our efforts to
teach some students fail. We grade performance. Yet , it is usually those
students who.have already learned the
material who get the A's. Those
students who could teach themselves
anyway make up most of the B's. And
those students who haven 't learned the
material before and really need a good
teacher slump into a cycle of self-doubt
which we validate with a C.
The cycle of defeat cannot be broken
by teacher or student alone. Teachers
can stop believing in those tests and try
to draw students into a class with more
practica l examples. We can make life
bearable for the students by handing
out photocopies of the work we do on
the board so the students can stop be-

ing scribes and activate their minds.
Yet , all this is for naught if the students
still believe the tests confirm the \nferiority of their minds. If students '. ''
have the self-respect to believe in '-the
promise of their own brains , and this
faith is reflected by their teachers, th ey
can learn math. I know some readers
of this article are still insisting that they
are the exceptions to this statement ,
and that they, indeed , cannot learn
math. Lifelong rewards await those
students who are brave enough to open
thei r minds to listen , patient enough to
slog through tedious material, and daring enough to register for a math class
in the fi rst place.
/BeverlyHawk is an assistant professor
of government)

Colby courses overcro wded , impersonal

When you pay nearly $14,000 to go
to a private college, you expect certain
luxuries-one of which is being able to
take the classes you want, Another is
that those classes should be small
enough that the student may actively

Lapham
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dy fixture . You can fi ll two glasses
of water at once with it , wash the
dust off your shoes in it , and even
rinse your hair in it if you want to.
I was going to ask one of the rude ,
staring, foreign women what the heck
they were staring at , and would they
please tell me what was wrong with
washing my hands in the thing when
th ev were hoeeine all the sinks, but
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$7.99 each
Fleeced sweats
Prime partners for your workout
wardrobe a crewneck pullover
and drawstring pants.
Choose from a versitile lineup
of solid colors. In blends of Creslan®
acrylic / cotton /polyester.
Men's sizes S, M, L, XL
Women's colors & sizes $9.99 each
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I JUKenney
Elm Plaza Watervi lle
catalo g: 873-0154

Mon - Sat 9 - 9
store : 872-2781
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For Sale:
2nd hand trumpet , accessories, and music. Good
condition. $110.00. Call Sandy Morris,x 3037. or stop
by Coburn 313.
Who picked up somebody's brother? AND who had
a menage a trois afterward? Ineeded your help. Why
did you leave me!
' Your Bed Buddy
MattThere were many hungry. French lions silting in my
livingroom. Thanx for helping lo leed them.
MLAK
Kath
't
Come on yon guys, why don you wnnl to stand in
Iron! ol the-weenies ""
•Bern sausaae shop
HoserI'm only a doll. Take it easy.

_____

Annie

GRRRRRRR!

2"

op.
Ilove you more every day. You are a special person.
Remember that.
S and S
Always remember and never forget
So much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside that white
chickens.
W.C Williams 1923 . __
Christopher and Timothy- Keep up with those letters. Glad to hear all about
those b-ball games.
Your English Conscience
Veicro . and Velcro II
Good lo hear all the news • how's my room? The best
ever 'i I'm still acting casual.
Your Sussex Roommate
BMC and GAH
Jan-Plan's nol the same without you both but we
seem to be surviving. BMC. try not to insult anyone
al the State House and GAH. keep your hands lo
yourself.-(UTB forever).
Fondlingly
Don King
Suz
Tn Pat.
ThiinUs loi III. v.vimminn rind Inins

I.OVR .

M.

' Biker 's Woman,
'
Sal.'
Are you ready for a zone-headed final?!! PersonalStick lo Ihe Alps nexl lime. o.k.
j ly. I'd much rather be out skinning a tiger...Well ,you
SAJ.
„ '
know how much lun a lun tiger can be...
Sorry lo hear you're laid up..Anything that this | R.P.'s Woman
Australian masseur can take care oP
P.S. Grant says "hi"...Eugene says to leave Ihe poor
Love. freshman alone...
•
_
Colin
:
Hey R.F.
RULE111"
Couch Potatoes
Have a BIG ONE sparked and wailing for me!
No need to kiss Irogs...
R.F. in Mexico
L
Why hold out lor Ihe right man'When you can have HEY NOW
\
so much fun wilh the wrong ones.
Hi.PAIGE!
17 . Hew Princess Hotel
CHAMONIX
FLASHBACKS . February
1985-March 3. 1985
How is LITTLE LOTTA .
LAUSANNE.
-The Nature Conservancy
.
Do you la Ik to bizarre police officers in a box in Ihe Well, the FLASH don't always work--Oh no. the
7
middle ol Ihe road
] FLASH does not always work-You know Ihe rest!
F.st-ce que quelqu 'un pent me dire ou se trouve la I Mick and Rick
¦
7
stade olympique'' Is that ir
Chocolal viennois. beautiful sunsets on Lac How are Ihe PT MAN and SUNMAID?
Leman..Vamos...Schnell'" ' Anyone uo lor I'art brut 9 E.T.
• Ciao Louvre.
Hope X-Mas was good!I'm still experimenting wilh
the shirt.
GENEVA:
.
Army barracks, whal. huh'' No. I want a real Swiss L.S.
army knile.
HEY NOW
weave your lace right off your head!
CHAMONIX.
R.F.
.
OH MY GAWD"
Would you climb an Alp for a crepe 9
"AEEEH0OUU" on the jeep:
Caroline. I had Ihe wierdesl dream last night, so- I HOPE??
meone shook my bed "
-your navigator who really is a lost sailor
Ka'lhy.
DOC CUMMINGS TONIGHT SPA . '. ? PM
Want to play 6-way hearts, have a heartburn spaghetti dinner 7 Then hike up a mountain and fell us whal f .IDAV— ... p M IN SPA - RKIt I FT-IJOK . PS
year Ihe church was built...
Gummy.
Choticas lives on 1 '
You know von want it 1
FB
WANTED.
"
Those of a Swedish descent. Must be blonde. 6T. .
have blue eyes, and a gorgeous tan
COLBY IN CAEN 1984 B5
WE LOVE YOU CHARLIE
CANADA
Love. Kalhy. Col. Sal
Caroline.
We would like lo express our decries! congratulations
nn your first wedding anniversary (Feb. ?4) By the
way. how was that Iirsl- night 7
Love.
Gaston
PS Thank God lor streetcornets '
P P.S Want lo buy a postcard 7
WANTED.
The 4 American femnles lo pay Swiss Irain fare
ATTENTION.'
Will Kathy Reynolds and Colette Cote please claim
Iheir passporls Irom Ihe Swiss controllers in the bar 7
HEY NOW
Just don't —• on my chair!
Fart

.
Prof. Ira Saclofl". Director of Colby'* Creat ive
Writing Program, it- il open Ihe Vi<ilor'«; Writing Scrii.
wilh a poetry and prose reading on Monday highi .
February 24. al Rpm in Ihe Rohitiwn Room of Miller
Library.
There will be an informational meeting for a fall
semester. 1986. in Dijon. France. The meeting will
he on Thursday. March 6 at 3:30 pm in Lovejoy 203.
Any upperclass students interesled in participating
in Colby in Cueranvaca lor the (all 1986 semester
should see Mrs. Barbara Nowland in the Modern
Language Office . 1.317. ns soon as possible.
Y.inkm . |ono Doun. fiefik and Naked Boh
So thRv smpll. huh" Whal aboul vol . lome scent 7
"
?ori
Giiilar Slrummpr -¦
Mppi me al mirimrihi (or mavbe earlier 7 !anri we 'll
find on! wlwr. !hr-> .vilrt Ihino . really are
- Chocolate Adriir.l
'
Tn Willa.
Ift 's take a rlnv . m the country, see new thinn . and
cnnniipr old (ra. , rCemetaries. anyone7!
I.nvfi.
• '.
Me
OU. REC OUFFNS
A frie nd ol mine at Mr.( .ill saw snmpnreat pictures
nl voi/ He r.nllfri ;ni_ wnnl. to m_el you "in (tip
flesh "
XOXO.
'BON HOMMF
Tompaan .
How annul snm. .k'rrjue'.'1
I nvP.
"C"
Malik .
-1
Brmled any cakes lalelv

Hev habycakfi'.'
So vou think vnu w.n the b. I. huh7'Ni=i'l *w4 il' .
.nuhle or' riothinn
th . K ' Gamblers
AAA Lives
'"
Km- . Rahv. whal limp is. il"'
Tin
Smenma.
Krivfi von aot'R'i anyone lo poo it vef 'I heard Jim
mmhl ) Then aoam . Jus! asl< Bob'
K
Maonol. .
We 're nellinn cold without our sweatshirts
Tn a nreal dance nailner .
Ynu really know hnw Ir,keeo lime Or canyon 7 Sorry
;ihnut Ihe old rmhi hook ' No hard feelmns
Your Inenri.
The Pain
Melissa.
Now that Debbie 's her! :s occupied aoam (or is it?l
You 'll have to no lo his place (Whatever his name
minht be! '
Upstairs
P. mv buddy '
Cheer up ' I missed the old parly hound—glad lo see
¦-.lip's hack We 'll have ro oraches this weekend'
Love you.
FB
Melissa.
Nevi time vou leave a naMv. fir st Irvandask him whal
hit; nntnR j<s '
.IS.I

\

What is this f Lutch-A-Lih& Anyway?
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WATERVILLE
DRIVE-THRU
270 KENNEDY DRIVE — WATERVILLE
(Call Ahead To order 873-5184)
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Featured 4 Days 7DA ys
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And Nights Each Week...
\ nJ(9
EVERY TUESDAY... Buy A 10" Fresh Dough Pizza
And Get A 1 Liter Soda FREE
EVERY WED. & SUN... BLi V An V Fresh Dou9h Pizza (10" or 1 5")
And Get A 2nd One FREE (Equal value)
EVERY THURSDAY... Buy A 15" Fresh Dough Pizza ¦
And Get A 2 Liter Soda FREE '

• State Inspection Station
• Tune-ups, Oil Changes, Tire Changes
• AutomaticTransmission Specialists

i

• 24 Hour Wrecker Service

6pk l2 oz. [l2 pk
Coors Cans i Tuborg
$2,85 i $3.39

j6pk
[Pepsi Cans
[$1.99

plus tax & depositi plus tax & depositjp lus tax & deposit
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• Jartran - local and one way truck and trailer rentals
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• Heating the room to a toasty summertime temperature.
//
• Beach area complete with sand, scenery, and sun lamps.
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Quebec Winter Carnival
adven ture of lif etime
by Dwig ht Trainer
Dave Turb ert

On a bitter Friday mornin g we had
one goal in mind: lo experience the.last
few clays of the annual Quebec City
W inter Carnival. With no workin g
vehicles to be found , we opted to par tic ipate in the Colby 1-Play Hitchhiking race. Mind you , this was a compel ilio n, not an exhibition. Considerin g
the distance. 4' ; ho urs , ih e fact (hat
all four hitchhikin g pairs made it to ihe
Chatea u Frontenac in Quebec by
nightfall was remarkable.
""Upon arrival , il didn 't take us long
to reali ze thai the carnival figurehead
(Bon Homme C'a rnaval ) and the
Societe d'Alcohol d u Quebec (ihe
massive liquor di stributor ) were one in
ihe sa me. The cm ire city was out of it s
gourd! There wore a multitude of
native s and to urists staggering about
with plastic red (very red ) canes filled
with a no xious substance known locally
as. "Caribou. "

Part II

Russian odyssey
(This is the second article in a two-part
series dealing with the writer 's experiences during Jan Plan in Russia.)
One of the gravest cruxes of the
Soviet way and obstacles toward peace
lies within its deep paranoia , After
travelin g for three weeks , the fea r they
have becomes ingrained in the tourist.
It was this anxiety that kept us quite
busy on the tourist track , always
engaged in some activity which was
meant to stimulate our sense of Russian and Soviet culture. Rarely were wc
permitted lo step beyond the tourist
safely bubble which protected us I'rom
the rea l Soviet Union. From the very
stari, as we descended the plane , militia
were there lo greet us. Being shuffled
from airport to hotel to bus to train
station to airport by the Intourist bus ,
we were jostled about like baggage ,
never experiencing the usual trials of
transport , By convenience, perhaps
ouv night s on the infamous and always
.- scary Aerofloi were delayed into the
darkest hours of night , when nil the city slept and we were awakened I'rom
silent si timbers to board t hese ant ique
birds of steel. And I regret to inform ,
on one such flight , my fellow passenger
was without sa fely belt ,
Our very dense itinerary included
visits lo literary, archeolo gicnl , art and
economic achievement museums ,
always guided and very intense , We
were seldom given options as to what
wc might like lo see. Rather , we were
ushered from floor la floor , glass
display to glass display, listening in
Russian ihen in -English , making some
pretense ni being ' stimulated . I was impressed nt one 'particular literary
mu seum,' one of a kin d. While I found
the lecture of these unkn own and unfamiliar Rti sslnn writers t o be tedious ,
I was mildl y interesied in the displays
which Unci very artistic twists , Whui interested me most about these museum s

•was that I could look beyond the glass
cases .and see thai not another soul
lurked about these halls. Such galleries
and museums were merelv for the
tourist.
Even when we made our pilgrimage
to Leningrad' s I. 'Hermitage, one of
the world' s most impressive art
galleries , featuring over two million exhibits , wc were wisked in and sped
through at a painfully overwhelming
pace. From Giotto to Picasso , we absorbed all that wc could for a mere two
hours , of course tht typical unbending
method of tour is not altogether to
blame at L'Her milage. The galleries
arc contained in four of the buildings
•which comprise the Winter Palace, and
il is said that if one wished to see them
all , he would spend thirt y years , giving only five seconds of attention to
each art work .
When we met officially wit h students
from a local engineerin g 'institute , we
Were granted only hal f an hour in
which to exchange ideas. This wns
most frustratin g but by this time wns
merely commonplace. One learns lo
utilize his precious time wisely and
learn as much as possible in the
subscribed portion of time. Meet ing
with our Soviet contemporaries" wns
especially inspiring for it allowed us to
skle step the political nets and speak
lo each other as if wc were contemporaries. From one student who lias a
great passion for music, I discovered
that Bruce Springstee n and Madonna
were every bit as popular as Tscliovckowsky, Their knowledge of William
Faulkner among others, undoubtedly
popul ar for the implicat ions of
southern racial strife , seems impressive. Il is especially astonishin g
when they ask us of our fnmilisirliy
wilh Soviet authors , these 'engineerin g .students were very real and intriguing. Once attain, 1 found the people to
be so much like us ,
. ' .14_
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Alte r downing some of t hose beasts
ourselves , we were ready to set out to
fi nd what the city had to offe r for
ente rtainment. There was never a lack
of things to do. Impressive snow
sculptures crafted by various groups
fro m around the world were on
disp lay. In a travesty , of j ustice , the
United States apparently won for its
representation of a crouching sprinter.
Other events included ATV races on
the frozen harbor and an insane canoe
race that traversed the ice-choked St.
Lawrence River. There were plenty ol "
displays of local arts and crafts , which
added cultural flavor to the mayhem.
Aside from the huge parade, most of

Pierce
exhibits
open
air
sculptures

the nightly entert ainment revolved
ar ound the many bars.
Accomodations became a reality once
forced from the bars and onto Ihe
streets at four a.m. Aside from a
Chevy Chevette and the hoods of
Cadillacs i n the parking garage of the
Chateau Frontenac , available rooms
were few and far between . We were
able to fi nd a cozy double for ten al
ihe Quantity (Quality) Inn.
With morning came reflections of
the day before and the realization that
we h ad f'orgottcn something signifi cant: food . Eatery choices included a
McDonald 's complete with a funroom ,
a revolving restaurant on the seventeenth floor of the Hilton, and for peoby Carolyn Rhodes
James Pierce, art historian and site
sculptor , recently delivered a lecture
and slide presentation on his open air
sculptures and , in particular, on his
Pratt Farm Earthworks , located in
Clinton , Maine.
A professor of art at the University
of Kentuck y, Pierce is not only the
author of many books and articles pertainin g lo modern and primiti ve art
movements , but is also an acclaimed
Sculptor who emphasizes conceptual
art and site-specific pieces.
Inspired by Italian landscape paintings and English gardens , the sculptor
is particularly interested in working
with the specifi c location and various
genres of art history. Many of his
renderin gs have been incorporated into environmental issues and have been
tcntured nt various art festivals around
the country. Working rather large , involving the earth itself , the^culptor explained that many of his commissions
arc of an cniphermcrnl nature , thai is
shortly after their display, they must
be removed . Among "is temporary
works were those which appea red at
the Arts Festival of Atlanta Association. Though it niny seem unusual to
some thai an artist should create only
lo have his creation destroyed the artist did not seem to be terribly disturbed. He suggested that nothing is permanent ,* alluding to post modern
architecture While many of his pieces are qn\y
temporar y, his Earthworks in Clinton
are of a more eternal nature , Once
more , they are available to the Colby
communit y at large for they arc part

ple on the move ther e was a wealth ol
free tomato soup and Mars bars to be
had th roughout the cily. After trying
all of these , many head ed for ihe loca l
cr eperics for a change of pace. For
many this ended in tragedy , as the
peace ful ambiance sent many to
unplanned naps in their spaghetti.
Sunday morning found our cast of
clow ns with the porch lights on , but
there was no one who could answer the
door. Following that amazing display
of human achievement at the canoe
race, we battled fits of sanity for the
final lime and began our trek
southward. This time our rides were
secured, and for the city the carnival
was over. F"or us , tho ugh , it had only
ho nun.
of his parcel of land in the nearby Kennebec Valley region. Presenting his
farm through slides, he explained of his
fondness for landscape paintin g and
the picturesque , the major sources of
inspiration of these creations.
Begun in the early I 970's , though
not initiall y thought of as an by the
sculptor , these great earthen mounds
have taken shape , conformin g
beautifully to the natura l surroundings
in much the same way as the gardens
of Europe. Working with primitive
motifs and geometric designs, these
very simp le yet large mounds of earth ,
many of them quite large , capture a
certain mystique , very unique to
Maine.
Photographed in the summertime
when the pastures of his land are lush
and green, and the Kennebec is running swiftly on the periphery, these
works not only possess a pristine ,
natural quality, but they also take on
an almost mythological air. Pierce has
taken care to align many of the
mou nds with ihe path of the sun so as
to achieve an intensit y at dawn when
the sun rises over t hese sculptured
hillocks. In particular , "enrth ,woman"
is placed precisely so that at summer
solstice , the rays of the sun beam
brilliantly as they rise directly between
her deeply cleaved brents, This "ear'
thwoman " like many of his other
pieces , is based on a fertility god image. Rock formation which form
serpentines and mazes bring lo mind
images, of ancient dolomites and ring
forts , Among his other images are
those of "Janus , " "Sun t r ee man ," as
Pn«o 14

Russia -—-

Unfo rtunately il is not the stude nts
and children of the Soviet Union who'
ha ve the power , it is the official of the
governm ent who comes to give informa tional sessions to tourists like us. It
is also this clique t hat is most conservtive and obstinate. Among the official
agents were a host of war veterans , an
artist , and peace seekers. These were
the most frus trating of people for they
seemed never to addr ess the questions
posed , especially those which dealt
with fr eedom of speech and of the
press . Whil e I fully anticipatecrthe part y line to linger in the air as thick as
peanut but ter , I never fully anticipated
the im pact it would bring to bear. I
grew to realize that relations with ihe
Soviets are almost impossible.
From a n artist in his seasoned years

of self expression , I learned that An-

of la yers of life in the Soviet Union.
Strolli ng through the streets ofthe fairly colorful cities and chatting with peop le here and t here , tasting a bit of their
culture , provided me with but impressions. While ! thought that I was viewing the Soviets in action , 1 realized that
I was m erel y licking the icing on the
cake of unsweetened life. I entered the
a partment of a citizen only once, when
1 wa s trading y goods on the thriving
Lenin grad black market. That much of
my contact with the Soviets was of this
devious and illegal nature is reall y a
shame. These cities , in spite of their
surface beauty and pleasant nature ,
were but skeletons , im p ression s . All of
ihe beaut y that 1 was able to find was
that of a past era , the pre-1918 age.
The most ravishin g cities with distinc-

drei Sakharov was livin g a life of internal exile because he had the audacity
to speak out in terms of human rights ,

when he himself was a man of science.

Thus he had no ri ght to tr esspass into
territory not connected with his specialty. This attitude disturbs me not only
because it reflects the ultra conservative
bent of the system , and 1 realize that
due to the fra gility of the superstructure it must hold itself together by
limi ting variation and maintaining
disci pline, bu t because it reflects the
ul timate stubbomnss of the government to come to terms with us and its
own people.
In man y respect s, I st ill feel as
t hou gh I never really saw much , as if
"l onlv began to unpea l the tho usands

people p repare for meals, and feign to
ima gine what their living quarters
might resemble. So much still remains
a mystery, to me. I find myself wondering, is this system worth it? Even more
perplexed I ask m y self , why does it
continue?

ti ve looks were of a different culture,
not Russian. The people , th e few that
I met , seemed v er y real , ver y genuine,
yet it was so difficult to get in touch
and talk. They are steeped in fears of
the United States just as we are in
th em. It is a very difficult situation
with no simple answers to be found.

Many of my notions have gone
It is this wall of fears tha t divides us,
unre solved . I benefitted most in being
that made me most unsatisfied. That with ihe people, ridin g the Metro with
the quality of their life was going to be them , playing with the children in
poor ,! expected , though the realities of Gork y Park , and talkin g with the
it were eye opening . We were given
student s. But what I disliked most and
royal treatment and yet our accomodawha t disturbed me most was the
t ions were mediocre, never quite im- bureaucratic gate which came down
maculate , and our meals were but a
bet ween us, makin g them ever so hard
hopeless attempt at haute cuisin e. I
to reach , cr eating an indestructible and
shudder to think of what the common
vet invi sible wall.

Little Nigh t Music ' p roves musical alive and kicking

»y Jill Bond
The success of "A Little Night
Music " at the Waterville Opera House
t his past week p roves t ha t t he musical
is st ill alive and kickin g at Colby .
Under the musical direction of Paul
Machlin and stage direction of Dick
Sewell, the theater came alive with both
sight and sound. The production is the
resul t of a month of collaborative effor t between the music and performin g arts departments. Written by
St even Sondheim , it is an adaptation
of the In gmar Bergman film , " Smiles
of a Summer Ni gh t " and uses the early 1900s as its setting.
The performing arts department ,
often known for its elaborate set
desi gn , chose simplicity which I think
vvas an asset. Small pieces were carted
on and off the stage while images appeared on the hack drop. I think that
havin g the performance at the Opera
House wa s really what made this
minimalis t app roach p ossible. O ne of
the characters in the play is an actress ,
and so one can easily imagine her play-

ing to an audience in a similar setting
to the one we were in. Thus , t he p lay
maximizes on it s surroundin gs in a way
tha t would not have been possible in
Strider Thea ter.
In t he way of a chorus , t he audience
is provided with the Liebeslieder
Singers, the translation out of the
Swedish bein g lov e son g sin gers.
Severa l professionals lyere brought in
to , in effect , round out the sound , and
I think this was important. It made the
difference in bein g able to carry off the
p erformance a s a musical which w a s
mean t to be sung. Although several of
the student performers had excellent
voices, I doubt tha t this would have
been enou gh without professionals.
The music itself was beau tiful arid
this is what enchanted me about "A
Little Night Music. " It was very easy
to wra p yourself up in the many love
ballads the musical had to offer. And
althou gh the only familar tune in the
en t ire performance was "Send in the
C lowns , " I never tired of the many
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of love and romance. Never in my four
y ears have I seen such ma gnificen t
costumes.
.
Colby is not only to be con- ,
gratulated , it is also to be encouraged.
There is something magical about a
musical , almost dreamlike-escapism in
i ts purest form. 1 only hope that in the
fu ture the performing arts departmen t
and the music departme nt can again
find the time to collabora te on another
effort. It can onl y lead to success.

Set in the summer of 193 1 , "Su gar
Cane Alley " i s the tale of Jose , an
elev en year old or p han w h o g row s u p
on a sugar plantation in Martinique.
This is to be Jose 's last carefree summer as the child' s path must sepa rate
depending on how he does on the
school exams. To do well on the exam
means a chance at high school; to fail

the exam sentences Jose to backbreaking toil in the cane fields.
"Sugar Cane Alley " directed by
Euzhan Pulcy, "mana ges to transform
a painful third world subject of French
exploitation into universally accessible
humani st cinema. As the film traces
Jose 's escape from poverty through
ambition and educati on, for once the

tear s evoked by a movie are fully earned and not at all aesthetically
shamefu l ," said Andre w Sarris ofthe
Village Voice.
"Sugar Cane Alley " w ill be
presented by Stu-A films in Lovejoy
100 tonight at 9:15 p.m.'
It will be shown Friday and Saiurday at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. in Lovejoy 100.

'Sugar Cane Alley' feature d

\

Oakland
\ Kennedy Memor ial Dr.

were particularly memorable.
As to the theatrical performance
itself , I was qui t e im p ressed. The play
wa s extremely even in this respect.
Mixin g seasoned performer with
newcomer , the four subplots were
equall y interesting. Patricia Cirigliano ,
as Desiree Armfeld t , brou ght incredible life to the stage with a voice that
w as rich , full , and self-assured . Petra ,
played'by Helene Landers , deli gh t ed

the audience with her portrayal of the
somewha t wild maid. In general , the
performers were successful iri creating
a reali ty which never la gg ed or ceased
to be believable.
One of the most striking features of
"A Little Night Mu sic" was its collection of costumes. The women were appareled in gown s, each of which was
more beau tiful than the next. Clearly,
this enhanced the overall production by
confirmin g what the play was about;
the idle rich involved in the intrigues

musical in t erludes. "Ever y Day a Little Death " and "The Miller 's Son "

Bond
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Kan y said, "Thi s is probably the
most prestigious program of its kind
in the state of Maine. Having 300 middle and to p management personnel on
cam pus exposes our facilities to the
busine ss p ublic " and maintain s Colby 's r eputation for excellence.
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Art

The park itself is open to anyone and
often invites curious onlookers to question hi s great mounds , even dig and
probe at them to see what might be hidden und er these mysterious piles of
green sod and turf ,
simple cart , ba sed on a 5000 year old
mo t if , and variou s burial mounds , one
bein g his own.
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So what is your excuse?

Today you have a new, simple,
practical way of providing
your doctor with a stool
specimen on which he can
perform the guaiac test, This
can detect signs of colorectal
cancer in its early stages
before symptoms appear.
While two out of three people
can bo saved. Ask your doctor
about a guaiac test , and stop
excusing your life away.

T»

American
Cancer Society
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by Lyle M. Spenser , Jr. For the $130
per person fee, coffee , d onuts , a luncheon and a reception , arc lo be held
in th e student center.
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I want to know what the story is.
Are there only ten good professors in
the entire college? Perhaps I was misled durin g high school by thinkin g that
Colb y was a small liberal arts college.
If tha t ' s the case, it should have read
Colby University on the front cover of
the catalog, arid in subscript , " the
Uni versity with the physical layout of
a small New En g land colle ge. " 1 think
it is onl y right that I get some money
back if this is the case , af t erall , Icould
have gonetoU.Mass for one third the
p rice , and I would st ill be a colle g e
srad ,,i,,e Jill Bond

Spring and summer clothes
and accesdMtes are here !
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Swamp Water State

J ohn Reynolds

Change

almost all disciplines. "We might , for . from faculty members.
example , have an English course that
The spirited faculty debate resulted
traced the influence of computers on
in the introduction of three seminars.
literary form , " he suggested.
The first , according to Harris , will
As an offshoot of the focus on
focus on the classic works of ihe
technology and society, the adWestern intellectual tradition.
ministrative science department has
The second will use the idea of
filled a vacancy with Leonard Reich ,
paradigm shifts to examine how exa nationally known historian of
traordinary changes have taken place
in sciences , socia l sciences and (he
technology.
humanities. According to Professor
A Mellon F o u n d a t i o n grant
Chip Hauss , who helped to coorstimulated the introduction of interdinate it , this seminar will "open
d i s c i p l i n a r y courses i n t o t h e
questions ". "We want lo show
freshman curriculum According to
freshmen that it is important to look
Peter Harris , an English professor
al education as a process and to exwho is the chair of Colby 's Mellon
amine how we look at and analyze
C o m m i t t e e , t h e F o u n d a t i o n 's
things ," he added.
challenge to improve freshman curThe final course , organized by
riculum met three types ol* reactions
oviw^w^^xw^^w^w i. m w ^ w ^ ^ -

Professor Natalie Harris , will focus
on "the individual' s quest for meaning .and values ". Harris said that this
theme is particularly relevant in light
of contemporary culture. She cited
"highly bureaucratized and computerized advances " as forces that
"dull our awareness of more signifi cant searches. "
There will be 75 students in each
of these seminars. All these students
will assemble for a weekly one hour
lecture and will then meet with approximately 15 other students for a
two and one half hour discussion.
"This program may initiate a
move toward an interdisciplin ary approach in all classes , " said
McArthur.
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( The LD.eal Meal: (

Fort Lauderdale
from $139,00. ..hotel only
Includes : 7 nig hts hotel accom m odatio ns

at prime locatio ns on the stri p including
Holiday Inn -Oceanside (Home ofthe Button Bar ),
w elcome pa r t y w ith t re e bar , c omplimentarij
contine n tal bre akfasts , and all ta x es and
gratuities. Optional Rir-NY $209.00, Bo ston $229.00.
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Pizza Hut will take 20% off
I the price of any purchase * du ring |
| the school year when you come in |
with your Colby student I.D. So
stop by for a deal of a meal.
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NRSSRU , PARADISE ISLR ND
FROM $349.00
Includes: Roundtrip air , transfers , welcome
drink , 5 hour cruise with unlimited rum punch.
7 nights hotel , free admission to night clubs ,
oil hotel toKei and gratuities , parties and more .
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LIMITED SPAC E!! SIGN UP NOW!!
Organize a small group and earn a fre e trip.
*•

f

i<br more information contact:
American Travel Services, Inc.
39 Daven port Street
Stamford , CT 06902
(800) 231-0113
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Hockey readies
by Garret Hinebauch
The Colby men 's h ockey team will
play two critical games this week thai
could make or break their season. The
team will face Merrimack tonight and
Connecticut College Saturday.
In the race for the playoffs , home
ice seems to be out of reach , but a spot
in the pl ayoffs is not.
Wilh a good showi ng in the last two
games , Colby is virtually assu red of a
fi nish in the top eight teams and a trip
to the pl ayoffs.
These two ga mes arc not only
significa nt for the whole team , but they
hold special meaning for the seven
seniors on the team.
Greg Beatty , Tom Boyd , Greg
Cronin , Chris Parker , Cm s Wil m er ding, Steve Gelto , and Walt Edwards
will be pl aying the last two home games
of their careers.
These iwo factors , the hop e of a
playoff benh , and the seniors ' last
home ga me , make this the opportune
time lo see two action -packed hockev
games .
Even Coach Mickey Goulei predicts
two exciting games. "We 've bee n playi ng good defense recently, but we 've
been having trouble putting the puck
in ihe net. We have a couple players

Men s hoop improving

by Chris Watt
ed by Perry and Powell , both fi nishing
The Colby Men 's Basketball team cond half.
,
jo urneyed t o Connecticut this past
The physical play of Eastern along with 27 points. Vickers had 14 and
with
a superb individual effort by Mike Marchetti put in a good effort
week end to take on Connecticut ColKevin
Barbosa (game high 34 points) coming off the bench with 11. Assislege and Eastern Connecticut State
University. While the Mules managed were the main factors this time. As a tant Coach Chris Murphy attributed
to win only 1 of 2, they seem to be result , the teams were deadlocked at 71 much of Colby 's positive performances
of Perry (45 points , 57 percent
playing a much better brand of basket- at the end of regulation.
Tlie stalemate con ti nued during the shooti n g, 15 a ssists , 3 turnovers ) and
ball as the end of the season
first 5 minute overtime period. Eastern Vickers (28 points, 67 percent
approaches.
On Friday night , the hoopsters were took a quick 4 point lead , but Colby shooting, 12 assists , 17 rebounds , 0 turin Mew London to battle the Camels was able to battle back to knot the novers). And although the Mules '
of Connecticut College. Although the score at 79 all , to force a second record of 10 wins and 12 losses is quite
unimpressive , they still have a chance
Mules came out on top, it was not an overtime.
The second overtime saw an offen- at winnin g the coveted CBB title.
easy victory, as the 65-64 score shows.
Colby came out ready to play in the sive explosion by both teams (29 total
The hoopsters take on Bowdoin this
points in 5 minutes). Colby fell behind
first half.
They had built a 7 point lead by by 4 once again , but this time the deter- Saturday at Wadsworth gymnasium
halftime , shooting nearly 60 percent mined Eastern squad staved off a se- and Bates in Lewiston next Wednescond Mule comeback to post a 94-93 day. Victories in both of these games
from the floor.
would assure Colby of CBB bragging
victory.
The second half was a different
pacattack
was
rights.
scoring
The Mules
story, however. Both a strong comeback effort by the Camels and Colby 's dismal 38 percent second half
shooting performance allowed Connecticut to climb back into the contest.
The Mules actually trailed 64-63 until E.J. Perry nailed a clutch 22 foot
jumper with 5 seconds left to give them
series. His partner , Dick Stockton ,
If you 're not a fan ofthe Boston
the victory .
quickly reminded him that they 've
Celtics, although for the life of me ,
Colby had a balanced scoring attack ,
got to get there first. "Oh yeah," was
,
I can 't imagine why you wouldn 't be
with Perry tallying 18 points , Chris
Heinson 's response. Stockton knows
stop reading now. You won 't like
Vickers 14 , and Chris Powell 12.
it , too ; he was only trying not lo
what
I'
m
going
to
say,
and it will
Senior Chris Cole added 11 and also
everyone watching outside
depress
make
you
feci
badly
because
you
'll
pulled down 11 rebounds. Pat Violetie
. Angeles viewin g
Boston/Los
the
know
I'
m
right.
There
's
no sense
tallied 15 points for -Ihe losers.
a rea.
day,
,
ru
ining
your
With
that
said
here
Again Eastern Connecticut on SaturSince the Christmas day embargoes.
day afternoon, the scenario was almost
rassment at the hands of the New
exactly the same , except for the outYork Knicks , the Celtics ' record is
come. Colby once again possessed a
20-2, Twenty io two. That is a ,909
solid halftime lead (9 points) which
winning preeciit agc. People around
they were unable lo maintain the seThe Celtics are easily the best team
here have been taking for granted
in basket ball thi s season. I can say
lhat when the Celtics meet an oppo"easily " because t here 's just us fans
nent , ihey will win , for a long time
st al. reading. Actua lly, there arc a few
now. , But 20-2 deserves a little
thai
can
put
them
league
leiims in the
analysis ,
io lhe te st , but only a few.
They haven 't compiled litis record
P h i l a d e l p h i a , M i l w a u k e e , and
against Mint team thai always plays
H ouston are thr ee of llic most
ihe Globe Troilcrs , you k now, The
notable among this few,
Celtics arc play ing n different team
Then of course , there is the I .akcrs,
each nighi. The players on these
The Celtics and ihe I.aker s will be
learns practice , and are pa id well , jusi
meetin g for the third consecutive year
like ihe players on Boston . So how
in this season 's NBA finals. You
can i hey all be domina ted so comknow this , I know this , the Celtics
pletely? I can t hink of t welve very
and ihe I.ak ers know this , ihe whole
good reasons , and they all wear green
league knows this . Durin g last Sunand white.
day 's 105-99 Celtic victory over the
When you t alk nboul the Celtics ,
I.akers , sporls commentator Tom
you talk about Larry Bird firs t , He
Mcinson made a remark io the effect
is , in my biased opinion , the greatest
I hat when th e two icams meet thi s
player ever to lace on a pair of
y our , it 's going to be u very physical
sneakers , I am not alone in this

coming into their own , " he said. So
look for Colby to end its scoring
dr ought.
u oulei also emphasized the importa nce of fan support at the games.
Dissapp ointed with atten dance at last
Th u rsd a y 's game , h e hopes io get a
good crowd to the last two games.
"Fa n support makes a big difference
in how the team plays " and he urges
the Colby student body to come out
and support the team.
t-Jo ulei also said he appreciates the
fan support given by cheering and a little good natured antagonism toward
opposing goaltenders , but asked fans

io refrain from throwin g potentially
da ngerous objects , su ch as fr ui t , on the
ice .
Unfortunate ly for .the home fans ,
Colby has lost its chance for a home
ice advantage in the playoffs .
The Mules suffered a 3-1 loss last
Sat urday to third-ranked Babson.
Fall ing behind 2 toOin the first two
periods , Colby battled back to 2 to 1
on a power play goal by Peter Cawley
who was set up by Jon Doehr and Vin
Paolucci.
Unable to tie it up late in the game ,
Colby p ulled goalie Walt Edwards (16
saves) , who has played brilliantl y lately, to add an extra attacker.
Despite the ma n advantage , the
Mules lost the puck and Babson scored
on an open net . This dropped Colby 's
record to 12-8-1 .
The Mules suffered another disappointing loss lo St . Anselm last Thursday night. All hough playing good
defense , skating hard , a n d fo r echeck ing well , Colby was agai n unable lo put
the puck i n the net.
Falling behind 1-0 just 29 seconds into the game, the Mules were able to tie
the score on a hard shot from the right
point by Tim Murphy, assisted by Vin
Paolucci and Bob Lewis.
Colby tell to 3 to I until Matt Elders
scored on a power play, set up by Jon
Doehr and Greg Cronin.
Unable to tie the game , the Mules
found themselves down 4 to 2 with two
minutes left . Goulei pulled goalie Walt
Edwa r ds , who put in a solid effort with
28 sa v es , but St. Anselm came up with
the puck and scored on an open net.
Final score: St. Anselm 5, Colby 2.
On Tuesday night the Mules dropped a 5 to 4 decision to the Bowdoin
Polar Bears. Despite these three losses,
the team looks to turn th ings around
and get back lo their winning ways this
weeke nd.

Boston Celtics poetry in . motion

Rick Hasting s
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belief. Lasl Friday 's 47 point , 14 rebound , 11 assist display in Portland
was not terribly unusual , Neither was
his game winning basket with three
seconds left in overtime,
Dennis Johnson is one of the lop
guards in the game , and prior to his
recent shooting slump, Danny Ainge
was leading all back court players in
field goal percentage.
Kevin Mel . ale is nearly impossible
for a non-center to guard , Unfortunately for llic rest of ihe league , he
doesn 't play center , When McHale 's
shoi doesn 't go. in , it 's because he
missed it and not because someone
made him miss.
This year 's center has iwo heads ,
Call him Parish-Walton. Last Sunday was a prime example of Bill
Walton 's value to the Celtics. Robert
Parish got in early foul trouble , and
had io go lo ihe bench. Enter
Walton , There was no drop off in
perfo rmance , as there has been in the
past. Parish-Walton had 21 points ,
14 rebounds ,' and six assists for the
afternoon. Kareem Abduklnbbar 's
replacement , Milch Kupchak ,
managed zero points and had two rebounds in relief of the balding
skv-liookcr ,
In addil ion lo Walton , the Celtics
have a number of oihcr fine players
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who come off the bench. Scoti Wed- «i
man arid Jerry Siehting can shoot the ;.
lights out. David Thirdki ll has made
his presence felt. Sam Vineen l , Rick
Carlisle , and Greg Kite all know their
roles. It is a team wilh no apparent
weaknesses, and many obvio us
strengths .
At the time of this writin g, the
Celtics ' record is 41-9. That is four
games belter than the Lakers in the
loss column , so ii appears that the
Green will probably be drafting in Ihe
number twenty-three position again
this year. But don 't worry, They also
have Seattle 's first round draft pick.
The Sonics ' ineptness has all but
vaulted them into ihe post -season
draft lotter y for the top collegiate
pick . Now that 's interesting. Picture
Kenn y Walker , or Walter Berry, or
Roy Tarpley silting next to Chris
Ford , The rich gel richer.
Now thai we've established that
llic Celtics are the best team around ,
there 's something else wc must
realize. They 're a nice team , loo, So
nice, in fact , Mint they will play host
lo Maine fans on March 2, in the annual State of Maine Day, Tickets
may be obtained in Waterville from
Marvin Bolduc (873-! 121), If you
want l o go lo the gome , net quickly.
The Garden fills up fast io watch ihe
Celts wiii j. nothcr gnmg, , ,
.

CWB
slips

Track
Sp orts quiz
falls

Denis Foley
The Colby women 's basketball team
dropped its record lo 12-7 over the past
weekend with two losses to Eastern
Connecticut Stale University and Connecticut College.
On Saturday, the women were on
Ihe short end of a 80-67 score in
Willimantic , Connecticut as the
Eastern Connecticut women were in
control most of the way in this contest.
Colby, which trailed 37-22 at half time,
was paced by Karen Jodoin 's gamehigh 30 points. Sue Hardy added 15
points and 10 rebounds while Lisa Collettc helped out with 10 points and 8
rebounds.
At New London, Connecticut on
Friday nighl , the women never really
got untracked , as they shot only 32 percent from the floor and were out rebounded 48-32 by Connecticut College.
All five Conneclicul College starters
scored in double figures as they rode
a sixtccn-point half time lead to an
87-54 victory. Colby was lead by
scorers .lodain and Collette with 10
apiece and Lisa Hathaway with 8.
Hathaway also added 7 rebounds in the
effort.
Remaining schedule for the women
include rivals Bowdoin on Saturday,
February 22nd at home al 7:30 pm ,
and Bales on Wednesday , February
26th away at 7:30 pm. They have a
good opportunity to lock up the
coveted CBB title next week.

I. Whal was longtime Philad el phia
Phillies ' third baseman Willie Edwards
.1ones' nickname?
A. Mr. Potato Hea d
I.. Pucklin ' Head
C. I.uy Head
D. Ha/el

_ . What

become?
A. ill

did

.ooiball' s reel cloy

I. , the Mil/
(. ' . an endangered species
0. hockey 's green cat

Colby runners , plagued by sickness
and injuries since mid-J anuary, still
managed to record some strong performances. With sprinters Kris Walsh and

. . What did famed sporiswriier Waller
Wellesley Smith answer io?
A. Hey—STUPID!!
I.. Red
(". Jim Morals
I") . iii st about anything

Heather Frasier unable to compete due
to injuries , freshman sensation Anne
Burger placed in two events , the 55
meter dash and the 400 meter dash to
put Colby on the scoreboard .

.. Which of Georgia . Mississi ppi.
Auburn , or Alabama is not a member
of ihe S o u i h e a s i e r n
At hletic
( " on fere nee?
• A. Georgia
I.. Mi ssiss ippi
( ' . Auburn
D. Alabama

In the 10O0 yd. run , senior Kris
Giblin led the field and held on to win
with a time 2:27.2; good enough to
qualify for the u'peoming A.I1 New
England track meet Febuary 28. Sara h
Redfield also ran well , and scored for
Colby in the 600 yd . run. Patrice
Galvin raced to the fastest fi n ish this
year with a time of 1 :32.8.

5. What did kiii en ball become?
A. fur ball
I., soft bull
( ' . a real mess
I) . Meow Mi\
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Hockey regroups
by Hal Crimmel
In women 's hockey action last week ,
Colby went 1 and 2 wilh losses to UNH
and Assabet , picking up their only victory on Saturday at Boston University.
Last Wednesday, number one ranked UNH visited Alfond Arena and
handed Colby a 7-0 loss . UNH is one
of the strongest teams Colby faces during the season , and although the
women played well , Colby 's chances
were not really too good from the start.
Coach Rob Pfeiffer explained thai it
is difficult for the women 's hockey
team to compete with schools like
UNH t hat olfe r grants-in-aid , or
athletic scholarships which arc not
necessarily based on financial need.
Schools like UNH , Providence , and
Northea stern , which have the top
learns this season, offer grants-in-aid
scholarships which have undoubtedly
hel ped Ihem in attracting a large
num ber of players to their programs ,
accor ding to Pfeiffer. And since there
is no league similar to NESCAC for
women 's hocke y, Col by mus t con t inue
lo com pete with teams having an unfair a d van t a g e in t he recru i t in g
department.
Fri day night found the learn facing

by Kelly Chopus
The Bates College fieldhouse was the
site for the Maine Association for Intercollegiate Athletic s for Women state
indoor track championships last
Friday.
Colby, Bates, Bowdoin , an<l UMO
runners competed for the state crown.
UMO , five time defending champion ,
won the meet scoring 103 points. Bates
placed second. Colby and Bowdoin
brought up the rear.

The highpoints of the meet came inthe 800m and again in the 3000m run.
Freshwoman Megan Flaherty, running
strong in the 800 meters , held off an
approaching UMO runner for 50
meters before a slip placed her third
with a time of 2:32.3.
Super-runner Jeanie Guild shattered
vet another school record , this time in
the 3000 meters. Her time was 10:23. 7 .

another powerhouse , but recruiting
policies were not the culprit here; Colby ran into Assabet , a strong club team
composed of high school aged girls.
Having won the national title for their
age group in the past few years ,
\ssabet put its talent to use against
Colby, pouring in 8 goals against a
goal a piece from Colby 's Leah
ftasbanes and Megan P a t r i c k .
Howeve r , player Sue Maddock didn 't
feel the loss was a blow to the team
since it was only an exhibition match
and didn 't count in the standings.
Saturday at Boston Universit y, the
Mules pulled off a 4-0 victory, despite
ihe efforts of an outstanding BU goalie
who faced an 80 shot barrage.
Jen Webster started thin gs off at
8:25 of the first period on an assist
from Patrick.
Webster opened up the scoring again
in t he secon d p erio d wi t h assis ts g oin g
lo Robin MacWalter and Patrick to
make i t 2-0 for Colby.
Tanya Mea d and Patrick each adde d a g oal for Colb y t o finish off t he
perio d. Forward Maddock added,
"We played pretty well last weekend ,
an d we 're psyched up lo beat Darlmouth this weekend , "

Last week against Smith College, Guild
broke the school record in the 5000
met ers.
Also performing well for Colby were
Nicola Rotberg in the 4 by 400 meter
relay and the triple jump, Julie Smi t h
in the 1500 meter run , Danielle Archambault in the shot put , and Daryl
Angney, Julie Blake , an d Lin d a
Roberts in the 3000 meter run.
Colby 's next meet is this weekend at
Boston University.

Rash of gym thefts
by Steve Bridge
Five break-ins were reported at the fieldhouse between February I and 8,
according to Peter Chenevert , director of Safety and Security.
The thieves damaged many lockers in the men 's locker room s by breaking
off handles and by "peeling up the backs " of the lockers , said Chenevert .
He added that one of the break-ins occured during a hockey game.
Chenevert said clothes , hockey sticks and wallets were taken durin g the
game.
He said that Safety and Security is not certain o f t h e method used to break
into the fieldhouse. Chenevert said the investigation is on- going and the
Department of Physical Plant has been asked to check the building 's entrance
to make sure locks can 't be forced.
Chenevert added that surveillance of the fieldhouse has been increased and
more attendants will be on hand to check ID' s.
Chenevert said he doesn 't believe tha t Waterville youths are responsible
for t he break-ins. He said the five Waterville residents who were apprehended earlier in the year for a similar rash of burglaries were forbidden from
returning to campus.

Business meeting set
by Rich Cuthie
The 35th annual Colby Inst itute for
Management is slated for March 26 ,
according to Professor Robert Kany,
director of special programs. This
year 's program will revolve around the
theme: "Entrepreneurship: A Renewed Spirit in America ," said Kany.
The key note address will be
delivered by Lee Sherman Dreyfu s,
former governor of Wisconsin. His
lecutre will be followed by workshops
focusing on topics ranging from
motivating employees to financial
planning, and from improved use of
computer-generated information to
assessing a firm 's potential for
cnlrcprencu rship.
A special feature added this year will
be a panel of Maine entrepreneurs.
This will allow Maine businessmen and
managers the opportunity to learn
about ways in which their own companies and organizations can tap the
entrepreneurial spirit thai is now
sweepine the country.
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The seminars , "Prospective
Customer Responses, " "Personal
Financial Planning, " "Information:
The Cornerstone of Free Enterprise , "
"Coaching Staff Members from
Emp loyee to Entrepreneur ," and "Entrepreneurial Initiative and Success, "
will be led by Lyle M. Spenser , senior
vice president of McBer and Company
in Boston; DeAnne Rosenberg, president of DeAnne Rosenberg , Inc. of
Lexington , Ma ss; John Johnson , president of Industry Marketing in Richardson , Texas; John W. Peering, vice
president , and Jay J. Evans , financial
planner , both of Paine Webber , Inc.
in Portland; and Don Beveridge , Jr.,
presiden t of D.W. Beveridge, Jr. and"
Associated located in Barriri gton,
Illinois.
Each registrant will attend two of the
workshops in addition to two general
sessions , "The Professional Edge ,"
given by Don Beveridge , Jr. and "EnI r e p r e n e u r s and J n t r a p r e n e u r s :
Payback to Society and to Firms ," led
Page 14
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JYA in Salamanca breeds enlightenment
by Rick Rairaville
Each year dozens of Colby juniors
pursue their studies overseas, only to
return to Mayflower Hill in their senior
year bearing tales of intrigue about
their experiences in foreign lands.
Without a doubt , we Colby in
Salamanca students will be no exception to the rule.
During the month of September all
Colby in Salamanca students are involved in an orientation program
which includes an intensive studv ofthe

^

Spanish language. At this time
Salamanca is a virtual melting-pot of
fo reign peoples and cultures; students
from France, Italy, Britain , Germany,
Iran , Ja pan , and numerous other
countries are present , giving the Colby in Salamanca student an invaluable
opportunity to learn and appreciate
different cultures , different ways of
thinking and different perspectives of
the world.
The academic year begins in October . U n l i k e most A m e r i c a n -
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sponsored programs in Spain , in which
the students attend classes specially
designed for the America n student ,
Colby in Salamanca participants may
enroll in any or all of a group of "core
courses, " in which they attend regular
class sessions with Spanish students. In
these courses the Colby in Salamanca
students then , without their Spanish
peers, attend an extra weekly class session , al which time they are able to
raise questions , discuss particular problems they may be having with the
course material , and , m ost importantly, establish a more personal relationship with their professors .
The core courses offered to Colby in
Salamanca students this year include:
Contemporary Spanish Literature ,
which begins with the major works of
the enlightenment , then continuing
wilh Romanitcism , Realism , and later ,
twentieth-century Spanish Literature;
Contemporary Spanish History, which
involves a detailed examination of the
nineteenth-century Spain , beginning
with the Napoleonic invasion in 1868
and ending with the Spanish American
war in 1898. The thir d core course is
Modern and Contemporary Art , beginning with t h e Baroque period.
Salamanca , a city rich in architecture ,
servgs as an excellent base for the study
of art history.
In addition to the core courses , each
Colby in Salamanca participant takes
a fourth course, normally pertaining to
his or her particular major. Such
courses this year include medieval and
Renaissance Spanish l i t e r a t u r e ,
political science , geography, and
psychology.
In addition to the traditi onal
academic courses, each Colby in
Salamanca student must participate in
an eight-week course in Morfosyntaxis
and Advanced Composition during the
first "semester. "This course , designed specially for the Colby in Salaman-
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ca students , introduces new and interesting writing techniques. Furtliermore, the students learn ex pressions
not normally taught in a course of formal Spanish grammar , and are encouraged to practice these expressions
in their conversation and composition.
As part of this course ,, each student
must complete a survey treating any
topic of his or her choice. This year
survey topics include the bars of
Salamanca , Spainards ' impressions of
American life , and Spainards ' opinions
about their recent entrance in the Common Market.
The Colby in Salama nca students '
intellectual and cu lt ura l a warene s s are
heightened outside the classroom as
well. Pl anned excursions to various
sites have included going to El Prado
in Madrid , one of Europe 's finest art
museums , and travelling through the
wine country of Valladolid , giving the
students the opportuni ty not only to
visit two wineries (one dating back to
Roman times) but also three examples
of medieval art and architecture ; a castle , a convent , and a m onastery.
In addition , Colbyites must at tend
a series of cultural seminars. During
the "first semester " these included an
art seminar with Miguel Angel Gasco,
one of Spain 's more prominent contemporary artists , as well as a political
seminar with representative s of each of
Spain 's principal political parties: The
Spanish Worker 's Socialist Party
(PSOE), The Spanish Communist Party (PSE), and the right-wing Popular
Alliance (AP). Two of the remaining
four seminars scheduled for the rest of
this academic year include theater , with
Jose Martin Recuerda , two-time winner of the Lope de Vega prize , the
highest prize awarded for theater in
Spain , and the Spanish novel with Torrente Ballester, last year 's winner of the
prestigious Cervantes Prize.
Besides these activities sponsored by

Colby in Salamanca , the students may
attend lectures, concert s, recitals, art
exhibits and films offered by the
Universit y and the city of Salamanca.
Just as important as the academic
life is the social life, and an important
element of that social life is the Colby
in Salamanca student 's housing
preferences. During the September
orientation program all students live
with Spanish families , where they are
introduced to Spanish customs and
typical daily Spanish life. In October ,
they may, if they wish , continue to live
with their families. However , some
may choose lo share an apartment with
Spanish students , and others may wish
to live in the University 's residence
halls.
Whichever of the housing options
the students may select , he or she is
sure to establish solid friendships
which can last a lifetime. This is
evidenced by the fact that a num'ber of
last year 's Colby in Salamanca participants returned thi s year during
Christmas break lo visit old Spanish
friends.
Salamanca is infinitely more interesting and exci ting th an Waterville.
The academic program , although
rigorous , permiis the Colby in
Salamanca student ample lime to enjoy the night life . With a population
which easily exceeds 150 ,000, some
1,200 bars , and dozens of discotheques , Salamanca is incapable of being
a boring city.
In a country where money and luxuries are scarce and cable TV is nonexistant , the people have learned lo take
advantage of a more basic form of
entertainment-- other people.
In general , the Spaniards are open ,
friendly, and eager to get to know you.,
For any foreigner visiting this country
il is viriimllly impossible to feel lonely
or out-of-place.
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Jan P lan in Honduras exciting, says student
by Christin Gilman
What picture comes to mind at the
mention of Central America?
Guerillas? Machine guns? Violence?
Instead , envision a peacefu l country ,
side full of curious and helpfu l people eager to watch the "gringos " and
learn from their work. This is the picture Sue Whitney got after spending
her Jan Plan as a geologist 's assistant
in H onduras.
This fall , as mosi people were tossing around ideas for their Jan Plans ,
Whimey heard from her advisor .
Don Allen , geology department
chairman , thai a Colby gradu ate was
look ing for help in beginning her new
job. The job—making a geological
map of an area in Honduras approximately 21 miles sqaure. This is no
small task , when one considers that
il involves analyzing and recording
the mineral deposits in every inch of
the area .
Whitney 's initial reaction wqs one
of excitement mixed wilh doubt.
After all , she thought , Honduras is
bordered by Nicaragua , El Salvador ,
and Guatemaj a—three countries not
particularly known for their peacefu l
dem ocracies.
Her curiosity won out and the
plans began for her and anot her siudent to make the trip lo Centra!
America. A hitch developed when she
was informed that her companion
could not make the trip.
Again , Whitney was scared by her
vision of strife and military rule in
Central America , and not particularly eager to enter the area without even
the knowledge of their language. Bui
"itchy feet " prevailed and Sue was
on her way.
Whitney arrived in Tegucigalpa
and moved into an apartment with
Tina Andrews , the Colby graduate
with whom Sue would be working for
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supplied truck and driver would take
them lo their work place. Then for
the next 9 or 10 hours they would
sample the rocks and their findings
in tlieir notebooks. Often the
geologists were watched , not by
government agents, but by little
children who thought they were digging for gold . Once , after giving a
small child a sample , Sue returned to
her work only to notice that she was
now surrounded by ten children
waiting for their present. Work continued like this , until late in the afternoon when it was time to finally call
it a day.
Following a hot dinner of beans
and tortillas , Whitney would often
try to sort out the day 's findings by
candlelight. Although , after suddenly
awakening one evening to the feeling
of hoi wax dripping all throug h her
hair and down her back , she decided
to cut down the work after dark.
And so went the first three
weeks—in the field Tuesday through
Friday, back to the cit y Friday afternoon. She reported to the government
agencies on Monday before returning
lo the field.

Week four , however , was niarked
by a change in government (Just what
you 'd expect in Central America).
But , contrary to what one may expect ,
there were no riots , no bombings—just
a peacefu l change of power.
The change did , however , result in
Whitney returning a day early not
because of political unrest , but rather
because of Andrews ' questionable
"status with the new government.
Whitney seems to have learned a

lot from this experience. Not only did
she have the opportunity to put her
geological skills to use, but also she
gained first hand insight to th e fact
that Honduras , in actuality, is very
different from the picture painted
daily by the American media. Far
from a militarily oppressed society,
it is instead not entirely unlik e what
one might find in rural America , she
said.

A Year of Comparative Study
ond Woild Travel
I

Eilm, Television and Social Change:

Cambridge, London , Rome , New _>elhi, Poona, Bombay,
Chiangmai , Tokyo, Beijing, Shanghai , Hongkong, Los Angeles

Kim an d Politics:

London, Berlin, Paris, Rome, Rio, Buenos Aires,
Lima, Mexico City.

j

September 1986 - May 1987

j

Faculty from Harvard, Columbia, New York University,
University of California and Indiana University
Stanley Cavell, Robert Gardner, Wrn. Rothman,
Charles Wairen, Cristina Szanton, Katherine Morgan,
Victor Wallis, Robert Stamrn, Eric Rentschler
TVvo academic programs limited to thirty students each
For farther information
call Joan Tiffany collect: 617-267-8612
The International Honors Program
19 Braddock Park
Boston . MA 02116
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like any other except for the abundance of armed guards surrounding
the banks and the presidential palace.
Soon , however, the men with
machine guns became commonplace
and acceptable as just people doing
their jobs , willing to smile at those
who took the time to look past the
armaments to the human being, she
said.
Most o f t h e time was not spent in
the city with iis conveniences of
modern day life . Tuesday through
Friday, Sue and Tina lived in the
town of Guaimaca where they rented
a iwo bedroom "shack" for $20 a
month. The "shack" was rust ic—no
electricity, no running waler. In addition , drinking water had to be boiled for at least 30 minutes. •
But what they lacked in material
goods they received in the form of
hospitality, Whitney said. Each day,
after awakening to the roosters crowing, they were greeted by their
neighbors who brought them a hot
breakfast of beans, tortillas and coffee, as well as a cold lunch to bring
to the field.
After breakfast , a government-
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£tamtt _r: Pastel Party Cake
Nesso lrode Bavarian Cream Pie
Chocolate Dip Coconut Cream Torte
Banana Cream Pie

acwmpan tefr ty?: A Cornuco pia of

bread delights including :
Sour Dough , 7 - Grain
French Sticks
Italian Breads
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